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cCHAPTEH I, .

PDRITAH DISSENT FROM AUTHORITY

Among the ‘rarlous American traditions recognized 
by cultural historians perhaps none has given rise to more 
controversy than the one identified as Purltanisiio Though 
such controversy has resulted largely from conflicting basic 
attitudes concerning religion and moralitys the issues have 
often, been needlessly confused by an incomplete or inexact 
understanding .of Puritanism itself» In attempting to evalu
ate the effects of Puritanism as a continuing tradition, in 
American culture and,, thus, as a factor influencing American 
literature, disputants have frequently overlooked the 
necessity of placing the Puritans themselves in historical 
perspectiveo Often implied is the assumption that Puri
tanism was an historical phenomenon spontaneously generated 
from and peculiar to the soil of Hew EnglandQ Such an 
assumption is erroneous, and only through an awareness of 
the manifold, antecedent factors which contributed to the 
establishment of Puritanism in America can we expect to 
derive the essential elements of the tradition6

In England early in the reign of Elizabeth I the 
. term ’’Puritan1® or ’’Purist” was first applied to elements

^  ' 1  A  'V ': V '  ;



within the Anglican Church which sought more radical depar
tures from Roman, Catholicism than had already been accom
plished Q The reforms called for included deletion from the 
service of many rituals and symbols thought, to be idolatrous9 

rejection of certain of the- sacraments$, elimination or at 
least reduction of the power and privileges of the clergys . 
and abolishment of certain unequitable property rights then 
a,ssumed by the Sigh Ghurcho^

The English dissenting tradition which such agitation 
may be said to have represented had been established In the 
fourteenth century through the protestations of John.: Wycliffe 
and through the activities of his, followers9 the Lollards» 
Wycliffe had revolted against„the' corruption of the medieval 
church and was ultimately charged1with heresy when he refuted 
the exclusive right of the clergy to preach the gospel and 
administer the sacramentss assertings on the contrary;, that 
each individual might establish personal communication with 
God without intermediaries such as the, clergy and the churche

' I’or the common man Wyellf swept away even more effec- • 
tually than Luther and Galvin the whole historic Churchs 
for in its place he put the individual interpretation 
of the English Bible by every simple reader. The his
toric priesthood lost all meaning9. for every Christian 
was a priest before God, and was under obligation so far 
as he had gifts and strength' to proclaim the Word of 
God, The forgiveness of sin had nothing to do with 
either the magic of a sacrament or the message of a
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minister9 but depended solely upon the calling of God to life and duty; and only in the faithful fulfillment 
of that duty could one make his calling and election, 
sure.a The sinner could not earn its but he could by 
loving service come to realize that God had called and 
that he had come 0 . Every soul could and must come into 
God8 s presence without mediation of either priest or 
Chur eh o Salvation rested upon no external ceremony 
but solely upon, a change, of heart- to •which God called 
all mens and to which all the elect would respond^

Following Wycliffe8 s death in 138%g his "poor preachers" 
attempted to carry on his crusade for reformss but the op
position of the Church soon discouraged such efforts and 
"By the time of Henry VIII0 0 oLollardry had been stamped 
out s and the religious life of England was at a low ebb0

' It must be understood that the Church of Rome-exert
ed tremendous political as well as spiritual influence 
throughout Europe and that disputes involving the Church, 
frequently arose regarding the extent of the Pope8 s temporal . 
authority o' In England s by the Act. of Supremacy of ..l|>3lp Henry 
VIII had defied the Pope8 s authority and declared himself 
absolute sovereign in affairs of state and temporal head of 
the Church in England0 His action must be' considered to have 
had essentially political objectivess reflecting as it did 
the intense spirit of nationalism then flourishing in- England

2 . Thomas Cuming . Halls The Religious 
American Culture (Bostona 1930)s pf 20c

' 3 Rod ¥ 0 Horton and Herbert ¥ 0 Edwards. _______
of American Literary Thought (Hew forks Appleton-Century- 
Crof’tsp "1932L" 26.



"by-t it was apparently not his intention to reject the reli
gions doetrines. and forms of, worship of the Church<, For his . 
support of the Church. against the attacks:'of Luther Henry 
had, in fact, received the appelation ■defender of the faith” 
ffdm the- Hope in l521w His • lafer Sreak with Borne nevertheless' 
weakened the temporal, authority , of the Church in England and 
the influence of the Continental. Reformation began presently" 
to undermine the doctrinal authority of the Church0

During the reign of Edward ¥1 laws against dissenters 
were related or repealed and vigorous movements for, reform .t,..:,;. 
were renewed and receiyed considerable support among the 
growing, middle class a .iny progress toward reform or limita
tion of the power of the High Church was obiitprated,' 
however, when in 15>5>3 Queen Mary re-established Roman , • .
Catholicism as the State rellgidn. and ruthlessly suppressed 
dissenting groups o During the five years of her reign some 
three hundred per Sons were executed for religious heresies«,

:' fhe effect of such persecution was manifested in increased:' 'i.; 
resentment of Catholicism as the State religion and in grow
ing sympathy for the liberal causes A. sympathetic alliance . 
arose, quite naturally, among those whos e only cormndn ground • 
was their mutual dissatisfaction with Catholicismo Joined 
together.were those who desired complete religious freedom,
. those who advocated only limited reform pf the Church of 
England from within, and :those whose. primary interest Was.



not religions at alls but political9 who feared limitation 
of the national prerogatives by a foreign power«

. Elizabeth®s Act of Supremacy in 1^59 reflected a 
moderate policyo She reasserted the sovereignty of the Grown 
in matters both elvil and ecclesiastical * She supported the 
State Churchy demanding uniformity of worship and undivided 
allegiance to the English Grown0 She was not,- -however, 
opposed to limited reforms within the Church itself, pro
viding that such reforms did not undermine national unity0 

By this time, however, the religious convictions of many had 
been established and the hatred of all matters associated 
with' High Ohureh Catholicism firmly entrenched„ Moderation 
was not sufficient| a radical change would have to be made.
11 There should be no hierarchy, since this had no sanction 
in the Bible, while ceremonial in worship, the use of images, 
the observance of saints® days, the wearing of the surplice 
should be abandonedo”̂- It was at this time that the term 
"Buritan" entered the vernacular to designate those who 
.persisted in such.radical programs aimed at purifying, the 
religious service and purging away all vestiges of papal 
authority. /' . . ; .

At the eitreme left-wing of the Puritan movement . ■ 
were the Separatists or Brownists who, as their name implies.

Thomas Jeffers on Wertenbakers The Puritan Oligarchy 
(Mew York: Scribner.’ s', 1914-7 ), p° 27» ' ' ,. .



favored complete withdrawal from the Church of England and 
asserted the right of amtonomy for each individual congre
gation <,. The mass of Puritans at first opposed so radical a 
progrsias for their professed objective remained a reformation 
of the State Church from within» The Crowna however9 in 
opposition to a persistent and unified protest from the 
Puritan majority, remained intractable in its support of an 
aristocratic church hierarchy of archbishops and bishops, 
a group which to the Puritans represented a major source of 
corruption and oppression left over from Roman Catholicism^ 
Continual meddling by the members of this hierarchy in the , 
affairs of Puritan leaders and the obstinate refusal of the 
Crown to institute major reforms in' Church polity gradually 
drove many sincere and uncompromising Puritan moderates to 

; practice and support the- Separatist Congregationalism which 
they once opposedo

"The drift of Puritanism toward Congregationalism 
found its deeper cause,: however, in the same principle which 
impelled it to reject episcopacy| namely, the equal rights 
of all true believers, owing to their knowledge of God’s 
Vord and their privileged status as vehicles of God’s grace®

■ Being directly under God, they acknowledged no allegiance 
to any hi e r a r c h y T h e  theory of English Congregationalism
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had "been formulated by Robert Browne s the •Separatist Reader 9 ; 
and later expanded by William Ames and Richard Baxter? Em
bracing the literal word of the Bible as the only true, re
velation of G-od1 s wills these men based their opposition to 
an institutionalized church on the fact that they could find 
ho justification'for such an. intermediate,agency in the Bible0 

The concept of a' covenantg a direct- agreement with God, was 
therefore employed as the basic principle of Congregational 
polity o' ; Richard Mather defined the covenant bond as follows s

A solemne and publick promise before the Lords whereby ' 
a company of QhristianSs called by the power and mercy 
of God to fellowship with GhTists and by his providence 
to live togethers and by his grace to cleave together in 
the unitie of faiths and brotherly love? and desirous"
. to partake together in all the holy Ordinances of Gods■ 
doe in confidence of his graCious acceptance in 'Ohrist9 
binde themsielires to the Lord̂ -' and ̂ one; to another, to . 
walks together by the■assistance of his Spirit, in all 
such wayes : of holy worship, ip. him,, and of edification 
one towards another, as the Gospel of Christ requireth 

. of every Christian Church, and the members thereof
The refutation of arbitrary authority-placed between God and
man is implicit in Mather’s comments, and this ant i - author i =■
tarian concept, which many Puritans had embraced by the
beginning of the seventeenth century, underlay.the conflict
which ultimately caused them to break the sentimental ties :
with their homeland and their sovereign and to emigrate bo
North America« ;-

 ̂Quoted by Perry Millera The New England Mind (New 
York: Macmillan^ 1939), p«



v . . ■ • /■ ■ ■■ s
Hie Puritans8 zealous advocacy of their concept of 

church polity hegan to reach revolutionary intensity when : 
James ls Vihd in I603 had succeeded Elizabeth to the throne g 
upheld the Anglican hierarchy and directed sharp rebukes 
and threats of prosecution at Puritan agitatorso The anti- 
authoritarian implications of Puritanism had by then become 
the principal issuer for the civil and ecclesiastical author
ities' were united under the king's sovereign power and attacks 
against either were treasonous in ’James8 views

At my .first:comings although I found but one religion^
'and that which by myself is professed9 publicly allowed 
and by the law maintained^ yet found I another sort of 
religions besides a private sects lurking within the 
bowels of this nationo The first is the true religions 
which by me is professed and by the law is established; 
the second is the falsely called'Catholics9 but truly 
Papists S 'the third9 which £ call a sect rather than a 
religions li theV Puritans' and Zovelistsg who do hot ' •
so far differ from us in points of religion as in their 
confused form of policy and paritys being ever discon
tented with the present government and impatient,to 
suffer any superiority9 which maketh their sect hnable 
to be.suffered in any we1 1 -governed commonwealth»7

Among - the ■ Puri tans: were some who had reasoned that if; church
polity were to be based on the Bible, then civil policy
ought likewise to be formulated by Biblical directives •—
and the Bible authorized no kingdom but the kingdom of God0

The large body of Purl tans, in spit e of the if, gradual :
drift toward .the ■.left, managed to remain within the law and
•within the Churcho The Separatists, however, determined .

7 Perry9 p0 690



from an early date to practice their religion independently, 
had-in many instancee overstepped the limits of toleration 
acceptable to the Growno Persecutions drove a group of them 
to Leyden in 1592, where they were allowed to practice Con
gregationalism untrammelled 0 Demonstrating the depth.of 
their religions convictions, these'Separatists in Leyden, " 
in spite of the freedom of worship allowed them, became 
apprehensive of the danger of being absorbed into the Dutch 
community with a subsequent corruption or possible lobs of 
their religious beliefsi They contrived, therefore, to ob- 
tain a charter from the English government and in 1620 estab
lished a settlement at Plymouth, Massachusetts«

The Plymouth settlement remained small and politically 
unimportant; however, it appeared a significant achievement 
to many- Puritan leaders in England^ who recognized the rela
tive autonomy of the colony and saw the possibility that a 
similar move might solve their Own growing problems« ‘Jin 
1628 Bishop Land of Pxiritanism .
in any form was no longer to be tolerated and that the hier
archy, ceremonial worship, and Church unity would be mill - 
tahtly preservedo Persecution and confiscation of property 
became Imminent dangers to all Puritans s Of utmost con
sideration, however, was the fact that even limited practice 
of their.faith had become impossible© In 1629, therefore,
John iiihthrop and other Puritan leaders obtained a charter



from Charles I for colonization in the area of Massachusetts 
Bay ands to insure unified control of the company and mini
mize possible harassment from the . English government^ secret
ly bought out any stockholders not intending to accompany 
the group to New Ehglando In 163© the strong# financially 
sound Massachusetts Bay Colony was established in New England 
and the foundations of the Puritan tradition in America were 
laido" ' ;v . : : ■ 7 . : V..: ; ■; -

It was upon idealistic principles that the New 
England Puritans^ set out to organize their community^ They 
felt themselves the'Chosen People of ̂ G-od and their goa.1 was 
a New Jerusalem^-flourishing under its covenant with Gods 
"The covenant of grace is the very same now that it was 
under the.Mosaleal dispensations declared one of the- 
divines # "The administration differs but the covenant is the 
same o "9 \ The problem'of reforming the old Anglican Church was 
of remote cone e r a T h e  objective now was to put into prac
tice the:congregational principles formulated by Ames!through 
the divine guidance of God0 The covenant principles however# 
still emphasized the autonomy of the separate congregations

8 Henceforthc, the terms "Puritan(s)" or "Puritanism" 
will refer to the New England 0ongregationalistss unless 
otherwise indicateds to differentiate them from the several 
denominations s such as the Presbyterians and Baptists $ which 
were still collectively referred to in England as Puritans0

■ . - - 9 Qvioted. by ::¥ertenbaker.s p o >58» ; ■ . .
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and the underlying suspieion of religious authoritys outside
of G-od Himself $ remained explicit;

Hehee divers fixed congregations of the same country 
and province are always eailed Churches in the plural 
numbers not one Ghurcho»0. oleither is there anything in 

. all the Eew Testament of the institution of any larger . 
Church upon which;lesser eongregations should dependo 0 e 0 
Yet particular ChurcheSg as their communion doth require 
«o omay and oftentimes also ought to enter into mutual 
cdhfedefaey and fellowship'among themselves in classes 
and synods s that they may use their common consent and 
mutual help as much as fitly may be9 »o0but that ^om- ; 
bination doth neither constitute a new form of a, Churchj, 
neither ought it to take awaye»othat liberty and power 
which Ghrist hath left to his ,Churches oi® ; ,

One cannot overemphasize the central significance of Ibhis 
system of church: government or the determination of the Hew 
England Puritans to.maintain ita "This ecclesiastical doc
trine Was the unique and distinguishing"feature of Hew 
England Puritanism^ setting it off not alone from Anglicanism 
but from other Puritanism,• and from continental Galvinisim <, 6 e 
the migration=0 9was undertaken as a positive crusade for an . 
idea^U: ' , : k ' : ' ' ;

3?he same rights of autonomy which the individual 
churches enjoyed in relation to each other gave the 
congregational laity ultimate authority over the clergy@
The congregation,elected and ordained its own pastor® ■ Ho one 
could, inlfact, hold claim to being a minister unless he had

^  William Ames 9 quoted by Wertenbaker9 p.® 25« 
1 1  Mller, pktoo;



been accepted by a congregation,, Ames had declared; "The 
episcopal ordination of a minister without titles that is 
without a Church to which and in which he should be ordaineds 
is as ridiculous as if any should be fained to be a husband 
without a wife 0 Belief in the equal rights of all men 
before God to interpret and preach His Word precluded any 
limitation, of lay prerogatives by an autocratic clergyo 
Giergymen. were no more than specially trained® highly edu
cated laymen accepted by their fellows, to teach and eluci- 

■ ■;date the Scriptufesk Puritanism "esteemed a teaching' minis
try highly® but was suspicious of all attempts at establish- 
ing a hierarchy0 -̂ 3 The perslstent opposition to the .im
position of any authority between himself and God reflected 
a deep-seated individualism in the Puritan layman regarding 
his spiritual lifei - '

In their conception of the Hew Jerusalem the Puritans 
. idealized the relationship of Ghurch and State® so that no 
division actually would existj life would proceed in all its 
aspects in accordance with God*s moral law6 Before the ideal 
state wad realized® however® it was reasonable to expect 
that certain developmental stages would have to be" paSsed 
througho Political® economic® and social realities, had to be

Wertenbakar® p* .
13 Hall® -po 103« '
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recognized even in,the Hew World0 The Puritans» therefore^ 
upheld at least a legal separation ofGhurch and State9 

though in practice there often appeared little distinction^ 
howevers in so doings they were scrupulous in giving pre
cedence to civil rather than ecclesiastical authorityg

Givlll"Ahthoritl libertle to tee
the peace9 ordinances and ImliB of'Ghrist observed in 
every church according to his words so it be done in a 
Givill and hot in an Ecclesiastical way« ■

Givill Authofitie hath power and libertle to deale 
with any Shureh member in a way of Givill Justices 
notwithstanding any Church relations office 9 or 
interesto lij-

Both civil and ecelesiasticai laws were to be based on the 
Bible and in the theocentric utopia toward which the puritans 
aimed a veritable identity was to be established between 
Church and States yet in the earlys insecure phases of 
settlement the Puritans5 traditional distrust of ecclesias
tical authority again revealed itselfa The struggle against 
such authority had been too recent an experience for them to 
trust entirely in their ideal 0 Though; clergymen wielded . 
tremendous power through . their moral inf luence as advisors 
to the magistrates and through their esteemed erudition; 
though laws were enacted to enforce religious uniformity; 
and though, the enforcement activities of both clergymen and

; Quoted from the Body of Civil Liberties (l61j.l) by
AoBo Seidmahs l}Ghurch and State in the EaTly Days of the 
Massachusetts Bay Goionys Hew, England Quarterly ,q XVI11 1 
(June s 216»



34
.fflagistrat.es. must have been recognized among the faithful 
as being directed against the growing number of non-Puritans 
entering the eolonyi nevertheless» the Puritan laity 
demonstrated a continuing distrust of a too powerful clergy 
and an unmitigated reluctance to accept any authority in 
religious affairs superior to it but inferior to G-odo

¥hen later political developments prevented continu
ance of a civilly administrated ecclesiastical polity^ the 
last trace of institutional authority was removed and each 
individual layman became the sole guardian of his religious 
and moral affairs« The movement thus culminated had been 
begun by tfyeliffe9 and the Puritans represented a late phase 
of the movement Q. fhe dissent from ecclesiastical authority,, 
which was a major element implicit in Puritanism^ was man!- • 
fested in the theology9 producing several profound conse
quences o



CHAPTER II

' ; PHHlTAll THEOIiOG-X .

The Puritan8 s rejection of temporal authority did; 
not imply any lessening of M s  respect for the power and 
authority of his G-odo On the contrary9 under the directs 
person-to-person relationship which he had caused to exist 
between himself and God the Puritan felt the Divine Presence 
even more elosely and realized that responsibility for up
holding the Commandments of God rested entirely and more 
heavily upon his shoulder So The magnitude of this personal 
responsibility is revealed by analysis of the theological 
concepts to which the Puritan generally adheredo He felt 
hims elf abysmally infer lor to the He avehly realm; his 
spiritual assets he considered virtually nil; and he recog
nized that his hope for salvation must be correspondingly 
slighto Puritan theologians> however9 were astute logicians 
and they contrived to illuminate a distinct, though pre
carious p way out of the abysso The lay mind was often less 
astute and perhaps.less zealous; moral views were somewhat 
vulgarized and .often mis conceived 0 Such is the weakness 
and.the danger of a highly ©bmplexs rational theology left 
to lay interpretation and applicationo



Ptarit-anism held certain general eoneepts , in commoa 
with Galvimismo • Galvin’s theology was based on five essen
tial points r total depravitys unconditional election^ limit
ed atoneraent s irresistible graeeg and the per severance of the 
■ Saintso*̂  All men had inherited the Sin of Adam and, con
sequently, were in a state of total depravity« Through the 
intereession' and sacrifice of Ghrisf, however, man had gain
ed i limited reprieve = Bod had voluntarily decided to save 
or ’"elect" only a small number of individuals, who could 
neither earn nor refuse election, but who thereby attained 
the irrevocable power to live righteously in accordance 
with God’s law0 Calvin8 s harsh principles were a reaction ; 
against the mechanical process to which sixteenth-century 
Christianity seemed to .have degeneratedo Men expected sal* 
vat ion to be a reward for the performance of mere "works 9 H 
observance of ritualsgratuities to the church, and alms 
to the poor o Faith in God and the awareness of true spiri
tual duties seemed to be flaggingo Galvin, therefore, por
trayed a fearsome Deity who demanded unconditionally the 
faith and moral conformity of his subjeets & Calvin declared : 
that man was helpless to save himself by works or, indeed, 
by any means, that few would enjoy salvation, and that none 
could be assured of ito

 ̂'Red Mo Horton, and Herbert Mv Edwards, Backgrounds • 
of American Literary Thought (Hew York: Appleton-Century- 
Wofts, i w ;  p . :
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Bffeetive as this harsh doctrine may have been in
retrieving great numbers of straying Christianss it was - 
essentially an emotional appeal® engendering fear® and it 
displayed several weaknesses under the scrutiny of logical 
analysis a Galvin8 s Gods for instance® appeared capricious 
in His -select 1 oh :of the- elect c, in c o n t r a s t  to the popular 
conception of a just and reasonable Deity0 Many reasoned® 
moreoverj, that® if all but the few® unidentified elect were 
to be eternally damned® there was little® if any® induce
ment for them either to love Dod or to uphold His moral lawo 
Logically® it appeared that because of the depth of their 
depravity they had® indeed® been denied, the power of free
will by which to discharge these moral obligationso Puritan 
theologians recognised the import of such flaws in Galvin- 
is tic doctrine and sought to avoid them ;in their own system 
by closer attention to logic and reason ahd by more exten
sive analysis of the Bible; and its implications o

The Puritans placed inestimable value on the faculty 
of reason and inclined to suspect any argument that was not 
logically sounds !rIa the Puritan conception of the human 
saga® the art of logic was a particular gift of God® be
stowed upon fallen and hapless humanity® in order that they 
might not collapse in the ineptitude they had brought upon
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thems elves v The theology whleh they propounded was . jus - 

. tlfied by a complex dialectic whiehj, no matter how meticu
lously it gathered, mp loose ends of re as on p must often have 
over ex t ended the powers of comprehension possessed by the 
average laymano Apparent inconsistencies^ misunderstand^ 
ingSp and .misapplications of doc trine might be cleared up 
if one could effectively penetrate the dialectical maze9 

but it is impossible to assume that even a majority of 
Puritans could comprehend completely the theology to which 
they subscribed^'

The heart Of Puritan theology was the Covenant of 
Srace and9 like the allied concept of the congregatiohal 
church covenants the Puritans had found its justification 
in the Bible*

It was a special way of reading scripture so that the 
books assembled in the Bible could all be seen to make 
sense in the same way * The doctrine held that after 
the fall of man/ God voluntarily condescended to treat 
with man as with an etfbal and to draw up a covenant 

;. or contract with His creature :in which He laid down the
terms and conditions of salvation̂ , and pledged Himself 
to abide by them* The covenant did not alter the fact 
that those only are saved upon whom Ood sheds His gracep 
but it made very clear and reasonable how and why cer
tain men are selected^ and prescribed the conditions 
under which they might reach a fair assurance of their 
own standing * .Above all9 in the covenant G-dd" pledged 
Himself not to run athwart human conceptions of fight 
and justiceg God was represented while entering the' 
compact as agreeing to abide by certain human ideas*

2'Perry "Millerp The Hew England Mind (Hew York: 
Macmillan* 1 9 3 9 p» 111» . ' ;



Hot in all respeetss not alwaysa but In the maino3 
The Puritans maintained that this eoTenant eoncep.t was re
vealed In the Bible; sceptics^ howeverg found it easy to 
charge psychological rationalisation from selfisĥ , pre
conceived motiveso

The process of sallration outlined in covenant 
theology was9 needless to say9 complicated by the necessi
ties of logical unityj the basic stepss howevers were these §
: Sod f eve ale d His truth in the Bible | ©od gave man the reason 
with which to comprehend this truth and the. free-will to 
accept it; if men failed to exercise their reason or wills 
they were damned and had nobody to blame but themselves | 
if9 however9 men achieved faith in God through reason and 
will9 they might enter into the covenant with Him? pledging 
themselves to keep the faith and live to the limit of their 
ability by His moral law; in accepting the covenant9 God 
would presumably infuse men with His divine grace9 enabling 
them to understand even more clearly the divine truth and 
imparting to them the power to live righteously and earn 
salvation^ Success would come to those who were sincere 
and constant in striving to uphold moral lawo

; v v.The Puritans thus occupied a middle ground between 
the two poles of then current theological controversy® One

3 Perry Miller and Thomas H» Johnsons The Puritans 
(Hew Yorks imerioan Book? 1938)9 p o 58 o
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extreme strongly advocated reliance upon workss rituals, 
and moral ■living,' while the other denied completely the 
yalue of works and asserted the power of faith or revelation 
alone to achieve salvationo Pnritahs violently opposed 
both of thes e views & ' "

Here then was a revision of Galvinism which by skili- 
. fui dialectic preserved the essential tenets of piety —  
the* absolute Odd, the depraved man, the redeeming and 
nnmerited grace =» and yet contrived at the same time 
that justification by faith should not produce a moral 
laxity 6 It aimed throughout to prove that faith with
out performance was impossibles a contradiction in.

■ terms, that the performance required is stated in the 
moral law, in̂  the Ten Commandments, which are also the 
law of nature the law of that which is good in itself o 
In dogmatic piety morality could exist only as a series 
of random fiats. It had no other basis, and to Galvin 
It had needed no other = The covenant theology was a 
later recdgnitioh that this basis was inadequate,’ that 
it reduced morality to arbitrary edict, that it offered . 
humanity no : other Inducement to obedience than the whip 

' \ and lasho Gonsequehtly, in Hew England morality was
established not so much on the decrees of God as upon 
the terms of the Covenant, and man5s will was engaged 
to it, not so much out of his fear of the Lord as out 
of respect for his own given word. The law to which 
he had pledged himself was what he as a rational, 
logical being, possessed of all faculties, a student 
of nature and of the liberal arts, could see was in
herently just, and he could not complain against .being 
asked to observe it

Under the terms of the covenant, then, "works51 again 
assumed a major role6 ''..“Works" had originally meant the 
performance of rituals in High Church liturgy, but progres
sive changes in dissenting doctrine had resulted in the 
application of the term to any personal efforts of man to

Miller, po 3960
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bring about Jri Among the Puritans those most
sensitive to theitraditional objection to snoh .effort? were 
immediately aroused to protest0 In the so-called Antinomian 
Crisis of 1 6 3 6 9  Anne Hutchinson denounced the orthodox9 

eovenantal doctrine as being a covenant of works and thereby 
set off a doctrinal dispute which lasted for some six years 
And which culminated in her expulsion from the colony ? The 
prosecutors of the court conspicuously de-emphasized her 
original charge and pursued their own counter-charge pf 
antinomianismg of which she was obviously guilty0 The. case 
reflects to some extent the extreme caution which Puritan 
leaders exercised in treating this'inflammable subjects 
Moral responsibility for conduct was a necessary element 
of .their doctrines, but the stigma attached to it by tradition 
required the utmost tact in its justificationo The danger of 
overemphasizing ^works” and thereby incurring a charge: of 
doctrinal heresy was acute0 t

A disproportionate valuation on right living never
theless developed among the laity& The covenant itself 
required moral ■ conduct o Many members of the laity2 moreover s 
must have embraced the eovenantal implication that sahcti- 
fication evidenced justifications, or thatvthe ability to live 
by the moral code was strong assurance of election* To these 
inducements were added the threat of civil laws based on the 
moral code and the subtle pressures exert ed by the social 
group itself» ■■ ■ . '
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• As long as. the origiiial zeal foy fulfillment of the
■"-.religions ideal prevailed$, the requirement of faith continued
t6 he emphasized hy the clergy as -the principal element in
man^s.relationship with God and as- the basis for his hope of
. salvation* During the latter decades of the seventeenth
century, howevers forces, such as the opportunity and desire
for economic gain and the Influx of great numbers of non-
Puritans, began to have a deteriorating effect on the' Puritan
moralso ■ This gradual drift away from the intense piety of
the founders was accelerated by revision of the charter in
1492 and the consequent repeal of laws governing moral and
religious conduct* It.was during this, critical period that :
a change in orthodoxy became apparent •

oooin the increasing attention given to good works by 
the late Purl tans: who did all they could ■ *>= without 
actually denying the doctrine Of justification by . 
faith ■==> to emphasize the role of works in salvation 
and in daily lifeo It was assumed that the individual 
had a natWal.: power' which could enable him to do much 

■ toward achieving his salvation =-<- although that 
Salvation rested ultimately, with God0 It was also 

: stressed that good works would always accompany and
' follow, salvationc1: Therefore, the Christian was urged .

to do gQod works so that his own welfare would be ■
securear ', ; / , ,  ̂ -

Puritan doctrine had always supported a dualistlc 
view of man1 s life and obligations® His duties were divided 
between his spiritual life and his earthly life® Abandonment

£ Bo So Hichaelsen, ''Changes in the Puritan Gbneept 
of Calling or Vocation," lew England Quarterly, XX¥I (Sep
tember ‘.1953H  329o 1
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of either for pre-oeeupation with the other was urgently
prohibited, for these two aspects of life were, after all,.
aspects of the same lifej, a life dedicated to God and ruled
by His law,6 The exhortation to moral diligence in daily
affairs applied to the pursuit of onefs livelihood as well
as to social and religious connections o In his sermon on
Christian Calling, John Cotton outlined the duality of man8s
t̂y?;-..;.:'.. . . ;

nooand God by tiie Beasts, did signifie to us sundry 
sorts of men, who were cleans, who not9 as you may 
see in Peters Vision, in Acts 10e It shewes you?then, 
that it is onely a cleane person, that walkes with a. 
divided hoofe, that sets one foote in his generally 
and the other in his particular callingi he strikes 
with both, he seryes both God and man, else he is an 
uncleane beast9V.if he have no cailing but a generally 
or if no calling but a particular, he is an uncleane 
creature| Put now as soone as ever faith purifies the 
heart, it makes us cleane creatures, Acts Ipo 9o 'and 
our callings doe not interfeire one upon another, but 
both goe.an end evenly together, he drives both these 
plowes at oil©e| As God hath called every man, so let 
him walke 9 I Cor'o 7 o 19, 2 0 « This is the cleane- worke 
of faith, hee would,have some iraployment to fill: the 
head and hand wltho • ■

Faith in God yet femained the first principle, but If■one
had faith, God would not fail to reward his efforts:

It is a word of consolation to every such soule, 
as hath beene acquainted with this life of faith in 
his calling. Bee thy calling never so me ane and homely, 
and never so hardly accepted, yet. If thou hast lived 
by faith in thy calling. It was a lively worke in the 

■ • sight of God, and; so it will be rewarded when thy change 
shall come| 'Hany a Christian is apt to be discouraged 

: and dismaid’ if crosses befall him in his eailing, but

- ̂  Miller:and Johnson, p o 320o '
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be not afraid$ let this eheare up thy spirits that what 
ever thy calling was s yet thou earnest into it honestly^ 
and hast lived in it, faithfully9 your course was lively 
and spiritually and therefore you may with courage look© 
up for reeompenee from Christo'

Faithful and diligent conduct in one * s "particular calling" 
was y thens among the many virtues required of the Puritan 
• under the terms of the Covenant and was equally as signi
ficant .as other works in relation to the dilemma of sal- 
vationo True moral values mighty then, easily become con
fused or even identified with material values in a society 
which was becoming increasingly centered around commercial 
activities and material success might be construed as tan
gible evidence of divine justifieationo

The universal scope of God8 s demands and the versa
tility which the iuritan mind displayed in attempting to 
meet these demands suggest the weight of responsibility 
which the Puritan recognized as constantly upon him® Fre
quently s the reconciliation of apparently conflicting demands 
became9 for the average reasoning faculty9 an impossible 
task* It is not surprising^ therefore,9 that under the grow
ing complexity of eolpmlal expansion and the equally complex 
; demands of moral, dqctrlne many among the Puritan laity mani- , 
fested conduct and attitudes which appear to have been in
consistent with their professed ideals 0 Actions and decisions

7 Ibid* 9 Po 3 2 6 0
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felicitous $ yet they eould be and generally . 

Here justified by the individual6 s theologized reasoningo 
Many such apparent, corruptions of the ideal intent can be 
traced back to implications of the Covenant itselfo

As the future was indeed to certify,, contractual 
theory Has not in every respect ideally adapted to 
advancing piety0 By building upon the rational choice 
of menj it asserted in effect that they were naturally 
good enough9 intelligent and able enough9 to ascertain 
what ■ society should be9 while at the same time it in 
effect deelafed that they had a right to make the 
society almost anything they happened to find"con
venient 0 y By inference it denied original sins pro
claimed the competence of human reason9 and allowed 
the autonomous individual_a self-interest prior to 
all other moral concerns ■ '

fhe absence' of eeelesia.stical authority didg in 
essence/ force every individual to be his own priest and 
moral counsellor o God had given him. the reason and free- 
will to uphold the moral law and it was a personal respon
sibility to do' so*. Salvation, itself depended upon ito 
Among the most pious Puritans the acuteness of personal 
conseienee seems almost pathetic^ Samuel Sewell related 
in his diary that his young daughter @ Betty9

, : -eti 'shad given - some signs of dejection and sorrowf but
a little after dinner she burst out into an amazing 

. ' cry/which.caus’d all the family to cry too°■ Her 
, Mother: ask8 d' the reasons she gave none 5 at last said 

she was -afraid' she should goe to Hell9 her Sins were 
not pardon’do 0 0 oler Mother ask’d her whether she 
pray’d» She answer’d̂  Yes; but feared her prayers 
were not hea^d because her Sins not pardon1 do9

8  '.Mlller9 po lp.5b
9 Miller and Johnson9 p» 512*
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Another staunch Puritang Thomas Shepards recorded his own
trials of consciences

oooa godly Scholler walking with me> fell to discourse 
about the misery of emery man out of Christ viz r that 
what euer they did was sing & this did much affect 
meg & at another time when 1 did light in godly com
pany I heard them discourse about the wrath of gods 

■ 8d the terromr of it & how intollerable it was which 
they did present by fire how intollerable the torment 
of that was for a time what then would aeternity be;
& this did much awaken me; & I began to pray agayneo

Shepard11 s repentance was short-livedg but an all-night
drinking spree sometime later awakened his conscience again:

to when 1 awakened 1 went 0 o 0 in shame & confusion^
& went out into the feelds & there spent that sabboth 
lying hid in the come feelds where the Lord who might 
justly haue cut me off in the mids .of my sin; did meet 
: me :with much :sadhes; of' hart; & troubled my souie for ;
' this & other'my sins which then 1  had cause & laysure 
.■■ ■■ to thinke of a lb . ' ' ■

The clergy8 s ezhortations to righteous living gener
ally revealed a distinctly negative approach* The layman 
was urged to an acute sensitivity to evil and to constant 
self-examination9 so thatg knowing sin, he might avoid it9 

The Christian who was intimately acquainted with sin, said 
Thomas Hooker, was better prepared to resist if than the man 
who has only heard of it: ■

The one hath surveyed the compass of his whol course, 
searched the frame of his own heart,, and examined' the 
windings and turnings of his own waies, he hath seen 
what sin is s, and what it hath done, how it hath made 
hatock of his peace and comfort, ruinated and laid wast 
the very Principles of Reason and Hature, and Morality,

Ibido , po ii-7 2 o
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and made him terror to himself s when he hath looked ' 
over the loaithsom abominations that lie in his bosoms 
that he is afraid to approach the presence of the Lord 
to bewail his sins s and to crave pardons lest he should 
be confounded for themg while he is but confessing of 
them; afraid and ashamed lest any man living should 
know but the least part of that which he knows by him- 

- ' self & and could count it happy that himself was not P
that the remembrance of those hideous evils of his 
might he no more; Another happily hears the like preach- 
. ed or repeateds reads them wit or recorded in some 
Authors > and is able to remember and relate theme 
The ods Is marvelous great» The one sees the History 
of sin9 the other the Hature of it; the one knows the 
relation of sin as it is mapped outs and recorded; 
the other the poyson9 as by experience he hath found 
and proved it® It*s one thing to see a disease in 
the Be©k, or in a mans body5 another thing to find and 

/feel it in a mans selfo There is the report of it,'
. here the malignity and venom of it0H

The Puritan*s duty to combat the powers of evil was 
not limited to concern for himself, however, but required 
also that he lend assistance to his neighbor® This respon
sibility, made explicit in most church covenants, is Illus
trated by the Northampton covenant: l!And as for this par
ticular company and society of saints, we promise o ® &that 
we will cleave one uhto another in brotherly love and seek 
the best spiritual good each of other, by frequent exhort 
tation, seasonable admonition and constant watchfulness 
according to the rules of the Gospel ® ,?12 In his Essays To 
Do Good(1710)g Gotten Mather fixed the responsibility with :

1 1  Ibid^, p.® 293 o ' . ' .
Thomas Jo tfertenbaker. The Puritan 

(Hew York: Scribner1 s, 1914-7) s . P =»
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disarming casdor g

. o o oif any in the neigh'borhosd are taking to bad courses== 
lovingly and faithfully admonish them * If any in the 
neighborhood are enemies to their own welfare or farai-

■ 1 ies■= ̂prudently dispense your admonitions unto themo 
If there are any prayerless families $, never leave off 
entreating and exhorting of them till yon have per
suaded them to set up the worship of G-od0 If there be 
any service of God or of His people to which anyone ./

• may need to be excited^ give him a tender excitationo 
%hat ever snare you see anyone ing be so kind as to

■ tell him Of his danger:to foe ensnareds and save him
from its 13 - : '■ ■

$he neeessity for a tftrue sight of sin” arose from 
an awareness of the ubiquity of the evil which menaced both 
the individual and his fellows in the community of righteous- 
ness 0 The Puritan was born with the malignant stain of 
Adam8 s sin on his soul and5 as if this were not grievous 
enough^ he was in constant peril from the forces of evil 
which threatened to plunge him still deeper into depravity® 
Contributing to his acute sensitivity to evil was the Puri
tan1 s acceptance of a hierarchy of values9 wherein the ■ 
highest good is God Himself and the lowest evil is embodied3 

let Us say> in Satan® All things between these extremes 
possess qualities of both good and eviis each in inverse 
proportion to the other®^- Thus 9 even in the performance 
of apparently virtuous acts the Puritan was confronted by

1 3  Perry Millers ed® The American Puritans: Their 
Prose and Poetry (Garden City: Doubleday9 1956)g p° 218o
' li|- See Ralph Barton Perry9 Puritanism and■ Democracy 

(Hew York: Vanguard^ 19l|%) $ pp ® 22? ff«
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the danger of evil o Sat an s furthermore, in his malicious 
campaign against righteousness^ was capable of the most 
subtle. deceptions and might conceal his gravest temptations 
under a veil of innocenceo

Such a hypersensitivity to evil and the necessity 
of avoiding it tended to produce a rather negative concept 
of morality0 Righteousness was a goal not easy to achieve 
but its very essence was obscured by a pre^occupation with 
sin0 fPhe Pur it an 111 ended to be morbidly preoccupied with 
evilg where a fuller wisdom would have dictated the positive 
vision of g o o dn e s s I n t e n t  upon avoiding the pitfalls 
along the way to salvation, the Puritans seemed often 'to 
have missed many turns ands consequentlys to have lost the 
main road®

Furthering this unwholesome tendency was the Puritans 
reliance on the Bible for the revelation of moral law* The 
concept of good has somehow always been rather nebulous s 
just as the epitome of good represented in the Chrisitan 
deity has usually tended toward - abstracbioro Evil y. on the 
other handj, becomes a far more tangible concept through the 
human proclivity ,to define sins in terms of particulars o . 
Even the Bible tends to limit the concept of good to general 
principles and broad, axiomss while sImultaneously pointing

^  Perrys p0 243®



out in speeific terms many actions which are sinful® In 
place of the institutional authority of the Historic Church 
the Puritans substituted the Bible, as an absolute9 literal 
guide to moral conductc Ihe Bible is not subject to re
visions or periodic supplements and as used by the Puritans 
it was an inflexible$, timeless standard by which to judge 
human behavior®

She essential aspects of PuritaBism were the ab
sence of eeeleslastldal authority and the consequent mag
nification. of the individual layman8 s role in interpreting 
and maintaining moral standards in his daily life® With 
the Bible as his only guide 9 the autonomous individual was 
ultimately at the mercy of his human limitations 9 a con
sequence which Puritan divines foresaw but were powerless 
to prevent® ’’The temple of Americah Puritanism fell because 
it was built> had to be built9 on the sands of human nature®”3.6 
This fundamental weakness in the Puritan system was9 however9 
inextricable from certain ideals which continued to be mani
fested in varying degrees and in various other areas of 
thought throughout succeeding, generations o The Puritan 
tradition should9 therefore9 be defined, not by reference 
to specific details of the Puritans8 historical activities, 
but by those deep-seated attitudes and motives which under
lay these activities and which have frequently reappeared

3-6 Ver t enbaker 9 p ® 342 <=
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tmder the surface of later American life o
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THE'. PmillE; M  AND GHA.NGING- SOCIETY

- ; . The.. New Eaglamd:̂  1 ^  to whom this discussion
has thus far h.eeii limited?;cannot be ■ considered the sole 
progenitors of'a national.religious'traditiono • Their 
particular.'!doctrine was exclusively their otipis but raany of !. 
.the. essential elements of ..their creed were common to. other 
. American colonial groups as wello • ' . .' . . .

The denominational peculiarities of such groups are 
overshadowed by their common re 1 ationship wlth the entire. !. . - 
Protestant Reformation= Revolt against the authority of the 
•Historic Church is a major characteristic of most of these : 
sects Two of the most Influential groupss the Presbyterians'" 
and the Baptistss were' closely allied doctrInally With Cbn- 
gregationalism through their acceptance of the broad prin
ciples of Calvinism, .and particularly through their, strong 
reliance on the Bible;for authority/ Arising somewhat later9 
during the eighteehth, dentury, Methodism, though only dls- . ’ • 
tantly related doctrInal.ly with" the Calvinistie sects, never
theless gave further impetus- to the trend toward aggrandize
ment of the individual*s capabilities 'in achieving a union 
with G-od and earning salvation® [ This principle, was only .1



implied in Puritan.doctrine^ yet so st^ongly;was it imp1led 
and sg..’extensively manifested in the conduct of the laity 
that it must be considered one of the major elements of 
.Puritanisrtto In general5 American sectarianism has tended to 
support indlyidnal autonomy against both ecclesiastical and 
political-authority and has tended toward doctrinal unity by 
• its' high regard for the Bible as a literal guide to moral.law 

In the eighteenth century,' the Age of Reason and En
lightenment,, the reasoning faculty of man was exalted by 
humanistic visionaries:> :' The Puritan'' esteem for nationalism ,• 
lost much of its' singularityl ' -lhough-early .'Puritan divines 
would have been appalled, at the eighteenth-century assertions 
of. human rights. and; capabilitiesj, . they had, in fact, implied, 
such conclusions; in their own .theology® ., the .'Ideal of a 
democracy was:no lesp rational or,lese glorious than the 
Pur-itan ideal of ’ ■ a Hew Jerusalenio Rationalism, idealism• ■ 
and individualism werevelements commonly underlying both 
the Puritan concept of a religious Utopia and the Revolu
tionary concept of a socio-political Utopiao The Puritans . 
had■,professed a God-centered ideal, yet • they had formulated ■, 
'.h/thedibglcai: system.'which in practice .encoiu’aged the indi- 
vidual toward egocentricity0 The tendencies fostered by the 
seventeenth-century Puritans developed logically into the . . 
etrong. principles Which guided elghteenth-century humanists 
and pdiitieal'idealists0 : , ; ' : / ' . .
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When the do©trine of church covenant is considered in 
the setting of its period9 its ingenuity no longer seems 

. < 7 excessives for in It.were enriously mingled at least . 
three distinct aspiratios.s> all, dear to the Puritan, 
heart and yet extremely unsuited to simultaneous 
achievement 6 Pldwing from the pietyg from the tre
mendous thrust of the Beformation' and the living force 
of the theoldgy^ came a desire to realise on earth the 
perfeet church;order, .cleansed 'of corruption and puri« 
fled of all unregeneraey o At the same time, springing 
from the traditions of the past, from the deep and 
wordless sense of the tribe, of the organic community, 
came a desire’ to intensify, the social bond, to 
strengthen the cohesion of the folk* And finally, 
prompted by the newer political and economic forces, 
fathered by the disruptive. impulses which even then 
were smashing the last segments of medieval unity, 
came the powerful sense of the individual, of the 
supreme importance of the will, of the motives which 
were producing in England the theories of constitutional 
limitation and government by consent* The Congrega
tional theory emerged In an age of transition, and . 
showed the impress of shifting, of contradictory 
tendencies

. Puritanism was, then, but ; a part of larger , more
comprehensive movement So It was part of the Reformation, 
having much in common With other sects,. It was closely 
allied with the growing trend toward humanism, a movement 
which itself had its source in the Renaissanceo There are, 
however, several aspects of Sew England Puritanism which 
justify the particular emphasis it has received as a source 
of a peculiarly American tradition* The church covenant, of 
course, embodied many elements later to be incorporated into 
the democratic ideals of the Revolution| however, certain

Perry Miller, The Hew England Mind (Mew York: 
Macmillan, 1.939) s P v W#*



other factors deserve consideration0

One such factor Is the relative autonomy which the 
Puritan colony enjoyed throughout the seventeenth century= 
Exercising the hroad powers of government wp-ich their charter 
allowed 'them*'Puritan leaders for several generations were in 
a position to mould the community to their religious ideals 
and to maintain a high degree of wity among the Puritan 
laity and strict conformity among outsiders ■> . . .

The emphasis which the Puritans placed on education 
and learning led to the early establishment of a generally 
excellent school systemo The complexity of the Puritan creed 
itself demanded an educated laity and public schools were 
therefore a major considerationo &s a consequences the laity 
was quite literate and well-versed in its.religion. To 
assure the faithful of a continuing source of learned 
. ministers * the Q-eneral Court in .1 6 3 6  voted for the estab
lishment of a colleges and in 163 8  Harvard College began 
instruction^ Much of Mew England’s later cultural and 
intellectual influences as well as religious influence» can 
be traced to this early attention to education«

Mew England’s part in later westward migration is 
another important consideration,, wThe _ descendants of the 
original "puritan settlers spread to adjacent parts of Mew 
Englands to lew Yorkg and to the Ohio Valley; and while 
they carried little baggage, they took their creed, and



held to it all the more tenaciously as "being their chief link 
' with the paste182 Mingling with the large numbers of Seoteh~ 
Irish. Presbyterians and Baptists^ with whom they had so much 
in common$, the Puritans may be said to have thus extended 
their sphere of influence far -beyond lew England» "It is 
safe to assumeg thens that the influence of puritan!sms in 
the. broad Oalrinistic senses was a major force in the late 
colonial period^ and. that it contributed uniquely and pro
foundly to the making of the American mind when the American 
mind was in the making 0113

Undeveloped as it was? America presented many di
vergent groups with an opportunity to pursue their particular 
interests and to strive toward the achievement of their 
idealSo. The Puritan ideal was founded on the conviction 
that God was a vital realitys near at hands and that all 
human activities should be directed toward fulfillment of 
His immediate and primary demandso It is perhaps inevi-. 
table that the exact, character of this ideal should have 
been obscured as the various groups interacted and as the 
process of living became more complex» It is paradoxical 
that the Puritans should have devised a system which de
pended so vitally on the individual human animal whose
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fitness and wisdom they had themselves repeatedly deniede
The self-interestedp autonomous individual became the
ultimate authority beneath Sod in all moral questions o
Without superior authority to guide or diseipline hims that
individual may indeed have rationalized his decisions into
conformity with the moral - principles which he learned in
• the. Bible.# but in so doing he may likewise have demonstrated
many of the shortcomings which the Puritan divines reeog=
nized in him and cautioned him to overcome through intense
faith in Sod o ......

The Puritans were not unique in many of their prin- • 
eiplesf they belonged to larger movements o Yet the Puritans8 

thoroughness^ zeals and solidarity made them the most dynamic 
and durable representatives of the peculiarly American phase 
of such movements o The weaknesses as well as the many strong 
points of their system were passed on to succeeding genera
tions whose religious zeal and determination fell somewhat 
short of the Puritan standards "The result has been an 
.American religious tradition which is at once deeply 
individualist anti-authoritarian® salvation-minded® yet 
secular and rationalist in its life goals® Bible-reading 
in it s habits $ with its emphasis on man8s r elation to his 
own conscience and therefore to his private religious



jmdgpient0 The consequences of such a tradition have been 
many and varied; however9 during the three, decades following 
the Civil ¥ar9 certain social and economic forces of un
precedented magnitude arose in American life and precipitated 
a conflict of attitudes and ideals wherein every element 
of this tradition was- severely challengedo , ■,
' • • The Northern victory in the war had more. or less
established the nation-wide dominance of a pre-war trend 
toward industrialization of the economyj, and the activities 
of the Pederal government in the Beconstruction period en
couraged the expansion of capitalistic enterpriseo The 
apparently unlimited opportunity for prosperity which such 
expansion, brought about was for many a temptation to forego 
all other considerations and to join in a scramble for 
material WealthJ Those with an active conscience may have 
been hesltanto ,1 The pious Calvinist wished to appear 
financially sound as an evidence of Divine favor9 but he 
looked with suspicion upon luxury; or the pursuit of money 
for its own sake.9 But this Puritan attitude like mbst 
other Calvinist strietures» was ehught in the maelstrom 
of easy prosperityo'f,5 ...

4-Max Lernep9 ^Christian Culture and American 
Democracy5, ” American Quarterly^ VI (Summer 1954) s> 130«

5 Rod ¥ 0  Horton and Herbert ¥ 0 Edwards $, Backgrounds 
of American Literary Thought (lew York: Appleton-Century- 
Crofts9 195219 po l§4o



the ' example of the average church may have ; 
/justified participation in the scramblec .; • \ ’

: imerlean rellglon tended 'to ̂ be practical rather • , .
than Ihtellectual like the other interests of the '

, ' time® • That was the temptation' of the churches =, They
measured their Success by their'income in contributions 

7 received and members added? in the number of new -: 
Churches7 and Sunday schoolsand in the increase in 

7 ', average attendance upon their services® Even ministers 
7 . 7:7,: were apphaised -■according to/:;their; achievements in 7theSe ’
,7 , 7. . respects rather than in the less tangible results of ' ; •
7- ■ : ■ ... spiritual' purpose and energy that had been generatedf - 
' This pragmatic emphasis discounted theological thinking.®"
The mat erialization of valties was not s however $ merely, ac
cepted reticently; there were 'arguments pro' and con; but the 
fact that from many religious leaders, came actual moral jus=
' tificatloh7and encouragement for this attitude must have :.7,."''.;
.,caimed' a;/great number "of7 conscienees-et 'In' 1901, one liberal 
cleric wrote: "Put ten thousand immoral men to live and work"

. in one.fertile, valley1 and ten thousand moral men to live and 
work In the next yalleyg■ ahd̂  the'.question-'is. soon answered as 
to who Wins the material, wealth® Godliness is in league with 
riches o."7 .: Thus, the. scramble for money , was not only .just 1- • -
/fled on moral grounds9 but the attitude also arose that.suc
cess. really evidenced morality®' It was a rationalization 7 7 . 
of the traditional axiom that virtue .and diligence are/ .

 ̂'Henry Et. Rowes,' The History of Religion in the , 
United States (Hew ' h .
7 /. ; . 7 The R1 gh t - -Rev er end Wi 111 aS. Lawrences, "The Reiaf ion ..
of Wealth to MopalsyT Democracy and the Gospel of Wealth, ,

. edo Gail Kennedy■ (Hewiorhs;Heath;,- v 19 1̂-9 )s. p® >̂9



% rewarded and that; 'idleiiess and immorality lead only to

The struggle for wealth brought about a corresponding 
desire for the so e ial di s tine tion and. respect ability which . 
only a relatively small grhup of long-established# aristo- 
eratie individuals had theretofore posseSsedo Often$ among 
the soeial elimbers s' sincere moral conviction did not accom
pany the. practiced .manhers ' and accepted attitudes which were 
'demonstrated®. "Thus respectability# which was Puritan moral
ity stripped of siheerity:. and a self-discipline 9 became the, 
new ethic of the era0 A certain spontaneity# which had . ■
char act eri'zed the Araerican. nature; and which was still justi
fied. by the dynamism of mew condition# was repressed and a 

. somewhat arbitrary code of gentility substituted® ; - ■
; ' Standards of etiquette have been defined-at all ; ; 
times in' ail soeietieSs, but seldom have the formalities / 
of manhef s and morals been so sharply emphasized as in 
the post-Givil War 'United States o Amidst. the brawling 
fihanclal 'barbecue of the Gilded Age there arose the', . ■ 
cobl sentimentality of .the Genteel Tradition# '" -
with its superficial polish# its negative morality,
'and its pitifully Inadequate attempt to impart a veneer" 
of good breeding in a world of gross- material, vulgarity® 
Originating largely to; repel the social climbers# the 
Genteel Tradition, soon became part of the texture of 
■ sbclety'at large# coloring the art# literature# arehi- ; 
tecture# dress# and everyday manners of an entire v ■ period^ . ,

;; & VtFt Galverton# The: bib er at ion of American 
.Literature (Hew York# 1932),; p.® d2oi „;v; ,

. ^ .hortoh, po 183® ;V;



$he traditional tendency to approach morality haek~
■ wards was continued and even given impetus 0. One8 s refinement

standard by which to judge such irregularities *
The narrow puritanism against which the modern mind has 
revolted is that traditional half of historic Puritanism 
which deduced inflexible moral law from Biblical 
revelationo Mhat we call.the genteel tradition has 
elevated past precept into omnipotence, and conversely, 
has minimized the difficult truth that Galvin taught: 
that divine grace may supersede traditional preceptoi0

Hiat Biblical precepts were often distorted beyond recog
nition is nowhere better illustrated than in the activities 
of Anthony Gomstpeko As •special agent of the United States 
Post Office department and leader of the Society for the 
Suppression of Vice in lew York he crusaded against porno
graphic literature, gambling, dishonest advertising, birth 

. control, and nudity in both painting and sculpture = "A ■ 
federal Act of 1873 and supporting legislation in some states 
testified to the popular support of his efforts to legislate 
into the law of the land a narrow concept of Christian morals 
based on'supernatural revelations and sanctions o 
Comstock8 s crusade spanned three decades and as late as the

depended upon the avoidance of activities thought vulgar or 
immoral, and the Bible was still widely recognized as the

lew

(lew Yorks Harper, 19l}-3)s
Merle Curti, The Growth of American



fnineties iie was detected »* 0'bullylag a shopkeeper' in Eew ; 
Tork ever the photograph of a naked statue „ n -*-2

The narrowness of such viewsP extended to various 
aspects of morality and broadly supported throughout the 
American publics, suggests the vulnerability of that genteel 
society to the impact of the scientific discoveries and 
speculations which were gathering force at the same times 
■ Popular religion was likewise ill-equipped to meet a sudden 
blow:

Mid-Victorian religion in Americas as represented 
by the bulk of the Protestant churchess was still 
Soundly orthodox in its faithfulness to the theology 
of the Reformationo Except for a few scholars among 
the ClergyP church people were not aware that a" 
revolution in thought was going on which would affect 
profoundly the conclusions of that theology and would 
alter the'outlook of Christian people upon history and 
the Bibles nature and society» the universe and dodo^3

Popular notions of morality and religion had in effect main
tained the status quo for several hundred years* adapting 
readily to minor changes in human lifeo Realization that 
major changes had taken place was somewhat slow in devel
oping ; but in many quarters9 including some literary menP 
the changes had been recognized, and popular attitudes were 
found inadequate to solve the problems which those changes 
brought abouto

- • 12 Thomas Beer, The Mauve Decade (Rew York, 1 9 2 6 ),
P> 116 o ' ' . - . ' ' " ' ' ' , .
■- ' 3-3 RQWe s p^ 2 , 2 2 o. . ■



A major elaange was the destruction of complacency 
regarding the nature of the physic a! universe* Scientific ... 
discoveries had penetrated deeply into the nature of certain 
phenomenag which had theretofore been explained largely by 
traditional theological generalizationso It became apparent 
from such discoveries that the universe was far more complex 
than conventional theories had ever conceived and that it 
might function in accordance with certain fixed mechanical 
laws or processes * One consequence of these discoveries 
was the virtual refutation of the literal accuracy of the 
Bibleo Another consequence was the doubt east upon the 
concept of ah omniscient God by the implications of natural 
laws 0 "Physicists not Only advanced, doctrines which 7 “
increased faith In natural forces and In scientific law*
They also continued to point to new ways in which man could 
control forces which their fathers regarded as beyond human 
reaobo"!^ It should be noted that many discoveries of the 
period had developed from . studies based bn speculations of 
the paste The greater Impact which the more recent efforts 
caused derived from their experimentally tested and proven 
verity* ; '.

Darwin® s theory of evolution was * of course <> the most 
publicized discovery of the. period and the most devastating

Our tig p * o



to comrentiqnal eoneepts of man and his destiny0 Darwin8 s 
well dooiKaented assertions that mani, like other animals s 
had developed from simpler organisms and mighty indeed9 he 
related to other species -through a far=distant but common 
ancestor destroyed much of the basis for the popular belief 
that man "Was a favoreds .special oreation. ”If organic 
evolution Was accepted^ the Bible was wrong in holding that, 
man had fallen from an elevated state; rather he had slowly9 . 
almost imperceptibly ascended from simple animal origins 0 
fhat mants evolution was in accordance with natural laws was 
evidence, which undermined the concept of free-will» "It was 
as thOughs suddenlys G-o.d had died9 leaving man with neither 
divine protectloh nor method of salvation & The map of his 
universe had been torn to bits9 the familiar bulwarks of his 
security shatteredo"I& To:the evidence of the physical and 
biological sciences were added the scholarly findings’of 
philologists who averred that the Bible itself had evolved 
by a gradual process covering many centuries o Although 
many religionists managed to reconcile the varions new facts 
with traditional ideologies/ the seeds of doubt had been sown 
deep and a much more comprehensive and convincing formula 
than tradition offered would have to be compounded before

Ibid a , p 6 S W  o 
1^ Horton.j, p o 1^6 0



many others would regaiti to.©ir asswanceo
If life had continued relatively simple and generally 

prosperous 9 the disillusionment stemming from scientific dis- 
coveries might not in many instances have been so intense«- 
Herbert Spencer had, in fact, propounded a theory based on 
evolutionary principles which was fairly optimistic, pre
dicting as it did man!s inevitable social progress toward a 
perfectly ordered Htopiao The presence of certain economic 
and social conditions seemeds however, to belie his theory 
and to further darhen. the, outlook of many sensitive : 
individuals» ' v; i:

The survival of the fittest concept contained in 
Darwinian theory seemed to be working itself out in the 
economic order of society«, While many were accumulating 
large fortunes, there were an overwhelming number of people 
in our urban, industrialized society who were living in 
squalor, lacking many of life1s necessities, and seemingly 
unable to improve their condition® Oapital seemed, indeed, 
to be thriving at Labor8s expense, and the mass of those with 
means to remedy this situation appeared indifferent® The 
materialism and business ethics of the age, supported in 
considerable measure by a twisted moral code, were rapidly 
destroying the few threads of optimism yet remaining®

Many writers of the period were aware of the new 
problems and, in their respective ways, attempted to
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reconcile their ideals witJa tiie possibilities which new 
knowledge and prevalent conditions made tenable e In addition 
to sensitivity^ a fdw of these men had the less common gift 
of true artistic expression^ The men subsequently to be 
discussed were major authors of the periods chosen not only 
because they illustrate the variety of approaches to the 
problems of their time® but also because they represent major 
literary movements which developed and flourished during the 
periods From the attitudes which they displayed in regard 
to moral questions it is hoped that their relationship to : 
the Puritan tradition may be discovered and that some justi
fiable conclusions may be drawn.concerning the general trend 
of literary thought at the end of the nineteenth centurye,



CHAPTER IT

WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS

Realismp like Classieism and Eomantieismp is a 
broad term which is intended to classify a certain type 
of literature| yet tinder this classifications as. under 
the others g there may be distinguished as many variations 
as there are authors termed Realists or works termed 
Mrealistic0” Underlying such terms or concepts $ however s 
there is generally a fundamental principle to which all 
the variations are secondary and which alone gives meaning 
to the termo This fundamental principles this hard core 
as it weres discernibie in Realism is simply fidelity to 
life, to things as they are, to the world as it is opposed 
to what the author would like it to beo^ Applied to 
literature, such a principle relates primarily to technique

3. Hippolyte Taine, adapting the positivistie 
philosophy of Comte to the aims of history and the arts, 
pointed out in his History of English Literature(1856) 
the three elemental forces <=- race, environment, and epoch 
which alone account for the moral state of any society6 
Though these forces may not be entirely comprehensibleg 
the historian or artist, without prejudice or preconcep= - 
tions, must attempt to analyse them for his own society, 
maintaining scientific objectivity throughoute 18And' 'yet, 
notwithstanding the methods of notation are not the same



but there are iiaherent In the principle certain moral Im- 
pliaations which will be of more immediate interest in re
lation to the subject of this papero

Among the practitioners of Realism during the last 
three decades of the nineteenth centuryg when it is generally 
regarded as having attained the proportions of a distinct 
and major literary movementg its bhief proponent was William 
Dean Howells e Again and again9 through his widely dis
tributed critical works' <, through the example of his own 
fictions and through his generous advice to innumerable 
younger writers 9 he reaffirmed that hard core of. Realism,, 
that fundamental principle $ that literature must be true 
to lifeo ” 1 have never been able to see much difference 
between what seemed to me Literature and what seemed to me 
Life* If I did not find life in what professed to be ■ 
literatures X disabled its profession9 and possibly from

in the moral sciences as in the physical sclences s never- 
thelesss as matter is the same in boths and is equally 
composed of forcess directions and magnitudes9 we can ■ still 
show that in one ae in.the other:JI the final effect takes 
place according to the same . laiw° 18 . ’ .Gustave Flauberts seeking to reconcile the literary 
artist8 s prerogatives with the,new approach, wrote in 1857 °

The artist ought to be in his work like God in 
Greatlon® invisible and all-pOwerfulj let him be 
felt everywhere but not seeh,0

And then :art ought to raise itself above per-? 
sonal* affections and nervous suseeptibilifiesI 
It is time that it be given,, by a method which is 
unpltyingg the . preeision of the physical sciences =. ;.

' ;£See lames Ho Smith and 'Edd ¥0 Parks, edsG The Great .
; ' Critic s, (Hew- York: Norton, 1951) $ P® 887 @7' • .



this habits mow Inveterate with me^'I am never quite sure 
.of life unless I find literature in it Q n2 With this pro- . 
posed fidelity to fact Howells combined an allegiance to 
obfeetivitya That iss he maintained that an author should • 
restrain himself to a presentation of the facts and refrain 
from open moralizing or preaching on. the ethical implica- . V 
tions or significance of these facts® “Morality penetrates 
all thingshe said  ̂ !lit is the soul of all things s 113 if 
the writer was sensitive to the world around him and if he 
was true to it, the moral or ethical meaning would be ap
parent in his representation Of ite

- Howells. was to Some extent influenced by the writings 
of European realists and criticsbut his advocacy of a 
realistic technique derived largely from his, aversion to the 
type of .sentimental literature' which was flooding the country 
during the "Gilded Age0!? The nonsensical self-sacrifice 
and often .maudlin self-pityj, the‘false nobility^ and mock 
heroics which characterIzed such popular fiction were^he 
thoughtg Corrupting influences on the reading publieo ■; Such 
representations of, life were false andp therefore9 immoral; ■ 
and it was apparent to HoWells that the standards of behavior 
reflected in such literature were9 in■fact,, being increasing-

2 William, Dean Howells, literature' and hlfe (Hew 
York: Harper, 1902), p* lilo : ., / • ' V

. 3 My Literary Passions /includes Oritieism and
’ Piet ion/ (Hew York: Harper, 1891), n« 233 <>
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ly adopted among the publics particularly among the im
pressionable youngo

In The Rise of Silas Lapham(188$) Howells portrayed 
an incident of such corruption® Lapham? s younger daughter 
has been presumed by the entire family to have been the 
object of a desirable young man9 s ■ attentions» These atten
tions1* have consisted largely of mere calls on the family 
and not on a particular member o When the young man ulti
mately professes his love for the elder sister, the dilemma 
apparent to the various family members becomes ludicrous 
and nearly tragico The younger daughter isg of course* 
hurt and humiliated| the older daughter, though she returns 
the young man* s love, cannot accept him because she could 
never displace the guilt on her conscience for stealing 
her sister’s beau; and the elder Laphams, though common 
sense indicates the right attitude9 cannot bring themselves 
to decide on what advice to give either of their children®
The Reverend Hr <, Sewell points out for them "the economy 
of pain*' whereby, as none are to blame for the misunder
standing, it is common sense that only one should suffer 
instead of three = Such a conclusion would have been ob
vious, he states, "’if we were not all perverted by tradi
tions which are the figment of the shallowest sentimentali
ty §8'n and he continues, I don’t know where this false .
ideal comes from, unless it comes from the novels that



"befool and debameh. almost every intel 1 1  genee In some 
degree* * /  ' ; . ' . ^

Howells eondeimed thlseorruptionof moral good 
sense and attacked the literature which helped to sustain 
It| yet there appears an even deeper criticism implicit In' 
his •treatment of the problem* The machinations of conscience 
which provided the Individual with a certain Immoral pleasure' 
at the ezpense of common sense and sincerity were even 
greater evils * Howells Observed of Bartley Hubbard In A 
Modern Instance (1882): that "he was so strong in his repen
tance^” following a spat with his wife9 "that he felt like 
a good man0 Yet Bartley is in no wise a good man* He 
is selfishg irresponsible!, and unscrupulous.!, and his sham 
repentance is quickly reversed to se1f-grat1f1cat1on. In 
the two early novels mentioned;, Howells' demonstrated his 
belief that false Conscience;, when functioning to obs.dure 
the realities of ,life and the common sense necessary to 
human relations or when functioning to justify or exalt 
personal misconduct9 was in itself grossly immoral*

. Closely allied with his condemnation of sentimen
talism in both literature and Society was Howells1 apparent

^ The Hise of Silas Lapham (Hew York: Einehart«
1949), Po 2570 ■ • . ; : :

^ A Modern Instance (Hew. York: Houghton-Miff1inp
1 8 8 2 )s p* 2 6 4 °



disgust with the highly regarded social forms practiced,
indeed demanded, among the higher orders of society* One
does not feel that Howells disapproved of the social eour=
tesies, but criticism of the emphasis placed upon them, the
tremendous moral value misapplied to them, is explicit in
his worko He detected the real emptiness of such forms and
their lack of foundation in genuine human feeling* "It is
certain that our manners and customs go for more in life
than our qualities o The price that we pay f or civilization-
is the fine yet impassable differentiation of these e Per- ;
haps we pay too much; but it will not be possible to persuade
those who have, the difference in their favour that this is
S0 o"& In Howells ’ view mere conduct and appearance were
being substituted for genuine goodness 0 In A Modern
Instance* Ben Halleck, the young son of a prominent Boston
family, is laughed off when he suggests that he might do
away with Bartley Hubbard and thus free Bartleyis wife to
marry him* He comments, somewhat self-deprecatingly on the
reasons for his not being taken seriously:

"Such is the effect of character I And yet out of the 
fulness of the heart, the mouth speakethu Out of the 
heart proceed all; those unpleasant things . enumerated 
■in Scripture| but if you bottle them up there, and 
keep, your label fresh, its s all that*s required qf 
you, by your fellow-beings, at least0 What an amusing

' . ■ ̂  Silas Lapham, pi 389o .



thing morality would be if it were net •=- otherwise =817 
He concludes that rt8Character is a superstition^ a wretched, 
fetish* Once a year wouldn't he too often to seize upon 
sinners whose blameless life has placed them above sus
picion ̂ and turn them inside out before the community, so 
as to show people how the smoke of the Pit had been blacken
ing their interior * That would des troy character as a o 
cult * * Halleck here echoes Howells* own criticism of 
a system under which a person; is judged not by what he is, 
but by what he does, by his conformity to mere social forms * ,

The dominant evil which Howells detected in society 
went beyond the drawing rooms of Beacon Hill $ however s and 
pervaded our entire culture* Money and property had replaced 
traditional moral values as the ultimate standards by which 
a man judged himself and was judged by others regarding his 
goodness * Silas Lapham, one of the ”Solid Men of Boston, -
has made a fortune in the paint business * ?i 1 He believes
in mineral paint, « ,? said a newspaper interview of him, “‘and . 
he puts his heart and soul into it * He mahes it a religion; 
though we would not imply that it is his- r e l i g i o n * 8 "9 The 
shallowness of such a cohdition was deplorable enough, \

7 Modern Instances p* it-QS*



"but eertain of its ramifications were truly Immoral and.-,
worses inhumano Material success was becoming the measure
of moral righteousness and povertyg regardless of its real
cansesg. implied immorality» This attitude is reflected hy
the self-made millionaire« Dryfooss in A Hazard of Hew
Fortunes( 1 8 8 9  Is when he tries to advise his song who wants
to become a preacher : '

,fYou know already what work and saving and steady habits 
and sense will bring a- man to; you don8 1 want to go 
round among the rich; you want to go among the poor@ 
and see what laziness and drink and dishonesty and 
foolishness will bring men too And .1 guess he knowss 
about as well.as anybody; and if he ever goes.to preach- 
ings he8 1 1  know what he8s. talking abouto • ^

Poverty to Dryfoos was evidence of foolishness and immo
rality 0 M 8 He must» 8 ,8 as Howells observed through Basil 
Mar eh g 18 8 have undergone a moral deterioration, an atrophy of 
the generous instinctso8

During the late 8 eighties Howells came under the 
influence of Tolstoy0 He was greatly affected by the 
Russian8s perception of social, inequalities and of the need 
for mercy and kindness in human relationsQ Throughout A 
Hazard of Hew Fortunes Basil March reflects Howells8 own 
growing awareness of the injustice being done to humanity, 
and particularly to the poor, under such a commercial and

. 2-Q A Hazard of Hew Fortunes (Hew York: Harper,
191!), p* 2F2.
: . 1 1  Ibid., p. 259o ' ' : -
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selfish system of morality@ At one point Msjch reflectss
“Someone always has yon hy the throat9 unless yon have 
someone else in yonr grip® I wonder if that8 s. the 
attitude the Almighty intended His respectable creatures 
to take toward one anotherI 0 oOpeople are greedy and 
foolish and wish to have and to shinebecause having 
and shining are held up to them by civilization as the 
chief good of lifeo We all know they are not the chief 
goods perhaps not good at all| but if some one ventures 
to say soj all the rest of us call him a fraud and a 
cranko “12 ' ; '

Howells8 attitude was not, however, completely pessimistic=
He . saw that there was good in men and he believed that if
they were brought to a realization of their mutual need for
each other and of their essential brotherhood, that good
would manifest itself and injustice would be allevlatedo

It was not enough, howevers merely to carry on .
charitable works for the less forttinate = Time and again,
Howells decried mere “dutiolatry,” charity extended without
a sincere desire to do away with the causes and conditions
of poverty, good works treated simply as. “good form, “ like -
reciprocal invitations to tea® Symbolic of the entire
society is the perfprmanee of Miss Kingsbury in A Modern
Instance» “She exacted a great, deal from her servantss and
she paid them as " small wages as she . eould,/ After that she .
d i d  not mind lavishing.,money upon them in k i n d n e s s 0 rt̂ 3

The. well-to ido were thus r e spons ibis for the conditions

: 12 Ibid®; po 506o ; .  ̂  ̂ " \ y y y ;
; -̂3 A Modern Instance3 p0 25^« • ' ' . . '



oppressing the lower economic orders and the effect of their 
charity was not the elevation of those orders» hut only a 
means of self-adulationo In Through the Eye of the Heedie 
(1 9 0 7 ) Homoss the emissary froia i.ltruriaj, Howells* 
fictional Htopias, appears to have struck the point 1 $lTou 
must Understand that the essential vice of a system which 
concentrates a human being*s thoughts upon his own interests9 
from the first moment of responsibilitys colors and qualifies 
every motive with egotismo;!ff̂- ;f; \

Howells was able, then, to trace much of the l
apparent evil in society to the. selfishness which was nour
ished by a dog-eat-dog system, of commercialisms and the 
remedy he prescribed was reconsideration and revitalization 
of fundamental Christian principles o The system with which 
he would replace our corrupt commercial one is only vaguely 
suggested in hi-s utopian works 5 & Traveler From Altruria 
(l89k) and Through the Eye of the Heedleg but his position 
as implied therein might be broadly classified as Christian 
Socialism® Again Mr1 Homos echoes Howells * opinions :

I tried to explain how the heavenly need of giving the 
self continues with us ^/Altrurians/? but on terms that 
do not harrow the eonseience_pf the giver, as self- 
sacrifice always must here /in Amerlca/% at its purest 
and noblest b I sought to make her ^Mrs« Strange/ 
conceive of our nation as a family, where everyone 
was secured against want by the common provision, and

Through the Eye of the Needle (Hew York: Harper, 
1907) * p » ™  . • ■



57
against the degrading and depraving inequality which 
eomes from wante tsThe dead level of equality15 is what . 
Americans eall the-condition in which all would tie as 
the angels of Q-ods and they "blasphemously deny that He 
ever meant His creatures to tie alike happy®eI have 
found that this gross and impious notion of God0«= 
prevails here so commonly that it is one of the first 
things a.dvaneed as an argument against the Altruriani™- 

• zation of Americae 2-5
The moral principle upon .which Howells grounded his

social theories cannotj, I thinks be traced to the influence
of conventional religious doctrines» As a matter of facts
in early manhood he declared himself an agnostic and seems
to have maintained this position to the end of his life#.
His attitude toward conventional religion was criticaly hut
he was never violently iconoclastic Q

Eellgionos ehad largely :eeased to be a fact of spiritual 
experiences and the visible church flourished on condi
tion of providing for the social needs of the . . - ; : 1
eommunity 0 ■ It was practically held that ■ salvation of ... 
one5 s soul must not he made to© depresslng> or the young 
people would have nothing to do with it# Professors of 
the sternest creeds'-temporized with sinnerss did what 
might tie done to win them to heaven tiy helping them to 
have a good time here #2.0 . : : v : -

The strictfearful doctrines of the past had mellowed; and 
one of How ells5'charact ers reflects that n8# = ®you c ouldn * t 
get hell=f ire -=™ not the pure $ old-fashioned brimstone arti
cle out of a popular : preacher nbws for love or money# 5 ̂ 17

' 2-5 lbld#'i l '5 '  ̂'V
2-6 ^ Modern Instanceg p# 27®

’ 2-7 ;-itiid## p # 3 0 2®. ;
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Religion was molded to the public taste and the effective
ness of the church often dependedg as did the fortunes of 
its members $ upon its .degree of solvencyo .” * ¥ 0  church can 
do any good till it* s on a paying b a s i s D 8 ” ^ 8

Gonventional religion was not in a strong position 
from which to aid-the cause<, Indeed, to the extent to • 
which it had turned the individual*s primary concerns inward 
conventional religion had furthered the fundamental evil s 
selfishnesso

Ĥo one sins or suffers to himself in a civilized 
state o o o oEvery link in the chain feels the effect of the 
violenceg more or less intimatelŷ . We sin. and fall 
together in Ghristlan society^ 1 It8s strange that it 
should be so hard to realize a thing that every ex
perience of life teaches e We keep on thinking of 

. offenses against the common good as if they were 
abstract ions 9 "3-9

In considering the effects of sin the point of focus had
to be broadened from the individual as an independent
entity to include the entire society in which he and others
existed interdependently®

From time to timei Basil March t!listened to those
Who dealt with Christianity as a system of economics as
well as a religion;”20 and Howells thereby implied the
universality of the Ghristlan principles of brotherhood

A Mbdbrn- Instanced n» 222.1.. I -/- ' ' , ■ \ ..
; i;;, ; . y , ... • V ;

' .20 a Hazard of - Hew FortunesV p* 3Si-»



and self-saerifiee Hhich ii© held to be fundamentally'
necessary to real morallty<,

When faced with a moral choices the worthy characters 
of A Hazard of hew For.times fell back upon the simple 
golden rule of personal relations| those who were Ira- 

. moral acted out of selfishness and a disregard for 
others& Those who acted morally acted unselfishly# 
with an inner necessity prompting them to help and 
not hurtQ There was no question here of considered 
philanthropy, or reasoned altruism; there was simply 
an intuitive and instinctive human!smQ2 1

The setting for Howells i fiction was often Hew 
England and the characters were largely of Hew England 
background® Howells himself was from Ohios but in 1866 
he had gone to Cambridge^ Massachusetts9 where he became 
assistant editor and, later/'editoP of the Atlantic Monthly« 
For fifteen years he remained there,, living and working 
among the descendants of the Puritans „ The extent to which 
he was aware of the Puritan tradition and its continuing 
effect on that Hew England society is indicated through 
frequent allusions to a ^puritan” characteristic in this 
or that character of his fiction, • The Squire in A Modern 
Instance is a stern old Puritan moralist who suffers a 
"loss of identity" on visits to Boston and, "after reigning 
so long as the censor of morals and religion in Equity, it 
was a deprivation for him to pass, a whole week without

21 Everett Garter * Howells and the Age.of Realism 
(Hew Yorks Lippincott, 19bP), p® 208« . ■ .



.saying a bitter tMtig to any one® fl22 • Mrs <>. Laphams under 
the influence of her persistent ,?l"ew England consciences,l 
ebntinually plagues her.husband about the ethical injustice 
he has done his former partnero This lingering sense of 
guilt is so strong that it .prevents her from perceiving 
the essential immorality of the man when he himself attempts 
to involve Lapham in a transaction even more unethical than 
the one of which he. was the dubious victim*

It was not a specific religious doctrine which
Howells associated with Hew England Puritanism^ rather it
was a certain type of personalityo

One must not be very positive in such things$ and I 
may be too bold in venturing to say that while the 
belief of■some Eew-Englanders approaches this /Furitan/" 
theology the belief of most is now far from it| and 
yet its penetrating:individualism so deeply influenced 
Hew England character that .Puritanism survives in the 

: moral, and mental make, of the people almost; in its '
early strength* Conduct and manner conform to a
. dead religious ideal* ^3 1 / v ' ;.

It dbes not appear that Howells made any conscious attempt
to extend beyond Hew Sagland this apparent association of
historic Puritanism with his contemporaries| but his fiction
cannot be termed merely regional in scope*. Howells was
deeply interested in the dominant characteristics of our
culture* The faults and profound evils which he detected

22 a. Modern Instance, p» 2?ko
23 Literature .and Ilfev p°- 281 *
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in society and in individuals were common in jfew York- and 
Ohio as well as in Hew England* and it is•apparent from 
the foregoing discussion of Howells8 work, that many of the 
moral aspects of American life which he criticized so 
strongly hear a close relationship to the tendencies arising 
out of Puritanismo The perversions of sentiment and duty 
in the individual conscience s the selfishnesss the great 
value placed on appearances and conduct^ and the various 
implications of material standards of morality =■=- all were ■ 
under continual attack from Howells8 pen0 Speaking further 
on the Hew England character / he said, uthe wish to be 
sinceres the wish to be justg the wish to be righteous are 
before the wish to be kinds merciful 9: humble 0 Yet this
is a criticism .'implicit" in much of his'fiction which he 
applies to the whole of American society* It seems 
justifiables therefore, to draw the inference9 though. 
he himself apparently did not do so in such- a broad manner* ' 
that Howells was attacking elements of American culture
; ' ' ' . v ■ ■ ' - , ’■ ' ’ ■
many of which were identical with the essential elements 
of the continuing aspects of the' Puritan traditiono

Ibido* p& 281o
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Perhaps no other American author9 surely no other 
of the period under considerations has dealt more precisely 
with the nature of American character and moral traditions 
than Henry James» James spent the greater part of his life 
outside the country. of his Mrthp traveling abroad much of 
the time in his youths taking permanent residence in England 
about, 1 8 7 6 $ and9 finally$, just before his deathP becoming a 
citizen of that countryQ Yet it appears that this veritable. 
detachment was the condition which enabled him to achieve 
the broader perspective within which.his fictional Americans 
and their habits become more distinct in contrast with 
Europeans and their ways 0 The predominant theme throughout 
James8 s work is that of the really inexperienceds untried 
American abroad and in contact with manners and values 
strange to him* attitudes deeply rooted in traditions of the 
past9 a past such as he himself has somehow been isolated 
fromV The interest in such a situation lies in the Ameri
can8 s reaction to this new and broader experience9 in the 
lessons he may learny and in the changes which his. hitherto
■■ .: -f''' 6 2



tmehallengecl values' may undergo James the expatriate put 
himself at the point of contact between the old and the news 
the worldly and the inn©eent® and from this vantage point 
: keenly observed the effects.4, imagined the possibilities$ and . 
analysed the value of such a contact for the American®

One fundamental aspect of American character which 
■ James delineated was an inherent potentiality for goodness = 
His various protagonists inevitably display a fresh9 open 
honesty which James unhesitatingly labeled as characteris
tically American® In Daisy Miller(1879)@ the beautiful 
American girl is characterized by her ■"perfectly direct and 
unshrinking" glance and by her eyes which are "singularly 
honest and fresh® 11 Similarly? Isabel Archers in The Portrait 
of a Lady(1881)Strikes one as being "natural3 " has about 
her a "general air of being someone in particular3 " and, in 
short, "has every facilityo" Christopher Newman of The 
American(1877) is nominally symbolic of the national charac
ter which he represents® Thus James conceived of his 
Americans s on the threshold of experience, as untainted, as 
possessing, it is implied, an unlimited capacity for per
fection® Yet there were several dangerous propensities to 
which the American character had fallen heir, personality

1 See Edwin T® Bowden, The Themes of Henry James g 
Yale Studies in English, No® 132 (New Haven: Yale Hniv®'
Press, 19^6)o



weaknesses encouraged "by a certain static American bent 
toward provinciality0

The first of such weaknesses manifested itself in the 
innocence of the American regarding not only “the facts of 
lifes 11 but also the infinite scope and possibilities of 
experience» The American in his innocent goodness was fre
quently unaware really of the nature of unpleasantness and 
erilo Daisy Hiller8 s manner suggests “immodesty9 !t not to 
herself certainlys, but to her more worldly companions She 
is simply unaware that her; frankness 9 her unaffected honestyg 
seems- morally reproaehable among, certain of her acquaint
ances | her naivete leads her to violate certain moral taboos @ 
Isabel Archer is in many respects similarly naive = She$ toos 
is honest and opens but her innocence does not simply:mani
fest itself in "immodest'* behavioro She seeks experiences. 
but imagines that she can choose only those experiences which 
please hers ignoring the unpleasant6 In this she is demon
strating .the effects of her father8 s provincial American 
influence <, "He had kept /unpleasaintnes§7 away from her s "2 
and the result is a certain fastidiousness and an illusory 
sense of self-sufficiencyo She seeks experience without 
understanding that such experience requires involvement and 
evaluation, an exercise of moral judgment0 Her fault is her

2  The Portrait of a Lady (Hew York: Random House,
1951)» Po n r  . ..



lack of moral responsibilityj, her failure to recognize . .
certain moral obligations <,' above and beyond her own concept 
of integrity* to other people and to society0 She must g i v e  

up her independenceher sense of self-sufficiency^ in direct 
proportion to the extent to which she participates in life 
and enters into the human equationo Knowledge of life pre
cludes innocent detachment| knowledge of life is essential 
to livingj and exercise of moral judgment is a duty which 
living requires © •

The tendency to exercise moral judgment without 
benefit of experience$ according to preconceptions of right 
and wrong9 constituted a second weakness which James recog
nized as stemming from American provincialism The real • 
immorality to which such a course may lead is explicitly 
pointed out In' The Ambassadors(1903)a and it is here also 
that James suggested /the relationship^ between the Puritan 
traditidn and the American character0.

QhadHewsbme is supposed by his wealthy, socially 
dominant New England family to be •carrying on a vulgars 
sordid affair in Paris s He will not come home and will not 
communicate with the family on the nature of his activities G 
In the narrows biased Hew England mind the only cause for 
such behavior must be an evil womano To redeem Ghad from 
such iniquity the matriarch sends "out" to Paris her 
obedientj, conscientious suitor9 Lambert Strether» Almost
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ijMmediatelyj, however^ the sensitive? wholesome Strether Is 
won over to Chad's side0 The causes for this reversal are 
several® . The cosmopolitan air of the. continent affects him : 
at once as embodying ah infinitely greater number of "pos
sibilities" for experience than has the closed^ stultifying 
society of Woolett$, Massachusetts P in which he has been 
isolated for most of his fifty-five years* He is aware9 

furthermore9 of the magnificent improvement in Chad himself9 

from the "awful ass" that he was to the refined, urbane
gentleman he now appears * Finally 3 Strether meets Mae* de .
Vionnet, to whom Chad owes so much for his refinement *
Without an exact knowledge of her relationship to Chad, 
Strether8 s estimate of hers based on his own independent 
judgment, is that she is "wonderful„w

Faltering thus in his mission, the first ambassador 
is reinforced by the arrival from Woolett of Chad's sister, 
Sally Poeoeko She experiences the same opportunity as did 
Strether to be influenced by the real circumstances of the
situation, but, bolstered by the moral force which her mother
can exert even across oceans, she is able to withstand the 
charm of Paris * , Regarding Chad8 s development, she says, 1111 
call it hideous! 8 tr3 while of the exquisite Mme* de Vionnet 
she asks, ”8Do you consider her even an apology for a decent

3 The Ambassadors (Hew York: Harper, 1930), P® 3ij-6o



woman?8 Just as: she “knew” Paris she "knew” Chad's con<= 
dltlon and the nature of the woman revealed as Mm.e o do 
Wlonnet9 The same attitudes with which she departed from 
'Woolett she proffers to Strether at her departure as con- 
elusions reached from observation of the real situation^
Her preconceived judgments have remained intact9 not the 
least affected hy the facts which. helie them® Thus the pro
vincial American mind not only relies on rigid preconceived 
notions of moral conducts but also seeks to isolate itself 
from or ignore any -experience or observation which might 
temper or completely invalidate such judgments o Sally 
Poeockp hecanse of her preconceptions $ leaves the scene with
out having allowed herself to recognize and examine the 
possibilities of the situation which might justify its con
tinuance o

This very consciousness or awareness of the manifold
possibilities or facets of a. situation— of life itself— was
the basis of James *s own philosophy of lifes the quality
which his goods, innocent Americans had to cultivate in order
to .achieve any reasonable degree of success„ His fictional
characters • ;

o-o oalways fell into their positions on his scale 
according to their degree of awareness: the good charac
ter was the one who was most sensitives who saw the 
greatest variety of moral possibilities9 and who wanted

h Ibid/j po 3 h3 »
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to give them free play in others o The bad eharaeter 
was obtnse or willfully blind to sueh possibilities] 
he was dead in himselfs and9 at his self-centered worst, 
tried to eause the Spiritual death of others

It is by this criterion that Strether makes the following
observation to Chad: ” 8 0 o Oyou have.r, I verily believe, no
imaginationo You8ve other qualities o .But no imagination^
,don51 you see? at alio8 Chad has achieved a eonsiderable
degree of refinement as it is reflected by mere mannerss but
he has only the shallowest appreciation of the various facets
or possibilities of the complex affair in which he is in-
' volvedo - ’ . V

Such consciousness or awareness constitutes $ for
Strether and Jamess the major form of experience itself®

It was nothing new to /stvether/’o 0 o that a man might 
have— at all events such a man as he was--an amount of 
experience out of any proportion to his adventures] so 
that9 though it was doubtless no great adventure to sit 
on there with Miss Gostrey and hear about Mae® de ■ 
Vloimet 9 the hour s the picture $ the immediate s the 
recent 9 . the possible— as well as the communication it
self 9 not a note of which failed to reverberate— only 
gave the moments more of the taste of history»'

Such was the reflection in James fs life and work of his
father's philosophical belief that “the good life consisted

£ F 0O 0 Matthiessens Henry James 9 The Major Phase 
(lew York s Gxford bniv® Press s 19l|%) 9 P« 146o

6 Ambassadorsg p® 373* 1

7 lbid»@ pY l5l,»
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in being and not in doing. O n e 8 s iiroersidh in life eould 
"be measnred by the degree: to which one understood life^ by 
one's acuteness of perception regarding the many shades of 
meaning which life held even in its most becalmed phases <,
Only by fully appreciating the role of consciousness can we 
understand James1s concept of morality and its relationship 
to the conventional concept of morality embodied in the 
Puritan tradition.

James's father<, a lifelong philosopher and meta
physician* had strongly* though not militantly* impressed 
upon his children the tenets of his own peculiar adaptation 
of Swedenborgian principles» He held that man's life and 
history reflected a continuous struggle between selfishness 
and self-righteousness * on the one hand* and conscience * 
which he conceived of as !!God-in-us * 5! on the other.» 51 It is
the only truly formidable evil known to God*s providence* 
being that of self-righteousness* and hence the only evil 
which essentially threatens to undermine the foundations 
of God's throne = "9 He further held that true morality was 
a dynamic* changing concept and that moral judgments could 
not be made on the basis of static* absolute standards* but

® P.O. Matthias sen* The James Family (Hew Yorks 
Knopf* 19li.7)* p» 93»

9 Q,uoted by Quentin Anderson* ’’Henry James and the 
Hew Jerusalem* ” Kenyon Review s VI 11 (Autumn 19l}-6)s 521 o



that they necessarily arose.from, the acute consciousness of 
one’s duty to other's and of the peculiar circumstances of the 
moment 0 "The son fouhd a basis' in his father9 s character for 
the most important fact about him as a thinker: that he held 
moralg politicalreligious or artistic conformism to be the 
greatest sin, and spontaneity in encountering immediate 
experience the greatest virtue o,'iO Though he cannot be said 
to have adopted his father’s religious concepts in fully 
James did carry on his father8 s reaction against Calvinistie 
absolutism and the tendency toward selfhood, while he, again 
like his father, extended the equally Calvinistie dependence 
and insistence upon the individual conscience as the means 
by which moral judgments could be made 0

"In The Ambassadors the ’pinched and wintry Congre» 
gationalism9 of Hew England stands for Old■Testament 
righteousness', "ii and that James refutes this traditional ; 
attitude in favor of a more relative9 humanistic one is 
reflected in Strether’s ultimate reaction to the situation 
confronting him® Strether has, as previously indicated, 
developed a high appreciation of Mme = de Vionnet9s character j 
he has realized just how fully she has been responsible for 
Chad’s development I and,'thus aware of the young man’s debt

, -L0 Ibid®, p o 5 1 7  o
11 Ibido, p®
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to her, he judges that if Chad does go home, giving her up, 
“the ought to be ashamed of himself» 8 “12 Having all the 
while judged the relationship as completely innocent, he 
•finally discovers that it is, in fact, just the sort of 
affair originally conceived of in Woolettv It is at this 
point ■thati'Strether •s.̂ moralvfsl/̂ dardŝ .are'.put to the teBt^ V: ' 
He still recognises Ohad8s debt to Kbaeo' de Vionnet, and he 
realizes that she loves Chad and has placed a trust in him0 

Responding to the lessons of his “experiences,H Strether re
mains Constant, recognizing in Chad8 s real debt to Htie<= de 
Vionnet a higher moral obligation than the one imposed by 
Woolett ® Chad himself , demonstrating his lack of “imagi
nation, 11 shows signs of tiring of Mme0 de Vionnet and hints 
that he may, in. fact, return to Woolett o Strether, comple
ting and cementing his reversal irrevocably, as profoundly 
as he can, instructs the young man, “8You81 1  be a brute, you 
lmow--you8 1 1  be guilty of the last infamy--if you forsake
her* 8 “13 \ r ■■ :A-'; x;'' v' - ; . .

Rhieo. de Vionnet, reflecting her own "high sense of 
duty," expresses for James the concept of selflessness which 
underlies the assumption of moral responsibility, "8What it 
comes to is that it8s not, that it8s never, a happiness, any .

12 Ambas s adors, p o' 199 o
13 Ibido , p o: ;i}.2 0 o. ' \
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laappiness at alls, to take a The only safe thing is to •:„ 
giveo811 ̂  Yet Jaraes did not wish to imply that a complete 
loss of idehtity was either right or necessary0 The indi
vidual has a duty to himself as well as to his fellowss hut 
the former cannot be discharged without an awareness of the 
lattero !1Oharaeter> 11 he pointed outs rfis developed to a 
visible fineness only by friction and discipline on a large 
scales' only by its having to reckon with a complexity of 
forees— -a process 'which results 9 at the worsts in a certain 
amount of social .training|M and,,he concluded thats "Ho kind 
of persona o sis a very good kinds and still less a very pleas 
ing kindp when its education has not been made to some extent 
by contact with other kinds s by a sense of the existence of ... 
other kindsy •ands, to that degree, by a certain relation with 
. themo:"-̂  /

The several elements— experience» sensitivity^ and
the sense of social responsibility— in opposition to the
narrowo biaseds and selfish tendencies springing from the
Puritan .traditionp contribute to the development of a
morality based on quite relatives intangible standards„

The ethical values of James are always of the most 
immaterialo«. They are never represented in religious 
any more than in utilitarian terms o The rewards of 
a future life count for nothing with the characters

Ibld e p p ? i|.0 2 :o : 1 ,
Quoted in The Jame s Family s p B 66£„
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of James. Self-saerifiee is not a word in their 
Tocahnlaryo They never think of their sacrifices 
as being made for some nfah gaiiio” Their morality 
is an affair of sentiments or Of tastec Their 
creator is capable of speaking of his characters8 
moral good tasteo The art of life which they are 
all practicing so assiduously is an art the materials 

. of which are what we call moral-only5, as we have 
seen, they are so presented that the man in the street 
might utterly fail to identify them as such. We can 
best express it perhaps by calling it a transcendental 

. moralityc It is all conceived In that spiritual realm 
where the bounds of taste and morality run together 
and become indistinguishable <>1 °

Strother^ we feel, is basically the good, sounds 
conseientidus imerieah, but because of the strictures of 
his provincial background he has not had the opportunity 
to explbit such'potehtlality to the fulleste His well-nigh 
latent sensitivity functions to significant advantage only 
when he comes ''out" of Woolett9 when it is. exposed to the 
•©©smopolitan atmosphere of Parisi At best, however, this 
opportunity came too late for himo. In advising young. Bilham 
to take advantage of youth and to. live all he can, Strether 
rather sadly reflects that for himself, 118It8 s too late<>
And it8 s as if the train had fairly waited at the station 
for me without my having had the gumption to know it was 
; there» How I hear its faint, receding whistle miles and 
miles down the line. What one loses one loses5 make no-

16' Joseph Warren Beach, The Method of Henry James 
(Philadelphia? Albert Saifep195CF, PV 1^1.
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mistake about that o8 He cannot s at last, even remain 
in the place and in the company where he has experienced 
some sense of satisfactiono - “8:I am not, 8 " he decides, t, sin 
real harmony with what snrroTnids meo o o o I take it too hardo8 te2-8 
The opportunity has been too long in" coming and he can no 
longer take it in strideo Sis acute conscience has too 
long been turned in upon himself, the s.elf-righteousness 
spawned by his isolation in Hew England has become ineradi- 
cable* t?To be right,r he cannot even accept the love of 
Marla G-ostrey, his confidante, though it is unquestionable 
that he returns her love* With kefn understanding she points 
but the somewhat, tragic nature of his difficulty» W8If ■
isn1 1 so much your being 1 right8==it8s your horrible sharp 
eye for what makes you so o8 ”̂ -9 Even Chad saw the point 
earlier, when Strether had charged him with a lack of 
imagination and, countering, he asked, ,r*But haven* t you 
yourself rather too much?1 0 To which Strether could only 
admit , tf* 0h 9 rather--& * " 2 0

The ambassador did, however, use his consciousness 
to some good purposeo Through it he was able to rise above

17 Ambassadors, p, 1500

18 Ibido, ps I4.280 / .. 
i 1 9  Ibido, po 4 3 2 0

’2 G Ibido, p ® 3 7 3  °
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the lowg constricting level of morality in Woolett and. to
arrive at a more humanes more realistic moral plane o

j/James/̂  is himself$, like Strother, profoundly moral in 
his sentiment<, But he and his creature both seem to 
feel that, if intelligence is to be used for the 
eventual benefit of the moral passion, it must not be . 
warped by any moral pressure? it must be left absolute^ 
ly free to reach its- own conclusions = And for both of 
them the greatest of pleasures is that extended 
rumination over life by which its true values may cometo be appreciated® 2 1  •

James was critical of American provincialism and complacency 
because the reasoning faculty was stagnating® The almost 
tortuous exertions of reason which most of his protagonists 
display suggest :the importance which James placed on the . 
mind. as -a means of understanding and adjusting with vigor V 
to the progression whiek life is® Each moment of life was 
a new experience, distinct from any other and requiring 
complete analysis ® Only through a realization and acceptance 
of this fact could one recognize the inadequacy of such 
narrow, absolute, static views as were being maintained so 
extensively, among the public 0 These views were in essence 
the same as they had been three centuries before and were 
neither just nor reasonable in light of the individual5s . 
responsibilities not only to himself but to his fellowso

21 Beach, pi 27O®



CHAPTER VI

STEPHEN OR All

It Is perhaps paradoxical that a writer whose- works 
so often represent pointed and uncompromising attacks upon 
conventional religion and morality should himself have been 
the son of parents devoted to religious pursuits0 Such a man 
was Stephen Crane a His own accounts of,: his religious back
ground refiect only deep love and sympathy for his parents 
and there is little to indicate the reasons for his lingering 

: dis enchantment with their formal creeds <, 11 Up on my mother8 s
side everybody as soon'as'he could walk, became a,Methodist 
clergyman™=of the old ambling-nagp saddlebag., exhorting kind0 

My father was a Methodist ministerV author of numerous works 
of theologyg and editor of various, periodicals of the 
church0 e o 0he was a great 9 fine simple mindo11-*-

o oemy mother was a very religious woman but I don81 
think that she was as narrow as most of her friends 
or her'family® ® 0 oMy brothers tell me that she got 
herself into trouble before I was old enough to 
follow proceedings by taking care of a girl who had 
an accidental baby® Inopportune babies are not part

1 From Crane's letters® See Robert Wooster Stallman^ 
Stephen Crane: An Omnibus (New York: Knopf# 1952)$, p® '690®

76 ' :■ v:;:;/
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of Methodist ritual but mother was always iiiore of a 
Christian than a Methodist and she kept this girl at 
our house in Asbury until .she found a home somewhere „ 
Motheri s friends were mostly women and they had the 
famous feminine aversion to that kind of baby0 It is 
funny that women8s interest in babies trickles clean 
off the mat if they have never met papa so dally««0 c 
After my father diedj, mother lived in and for 
religionooooMother wrote articles for Methodist papers 
and reported for the Tribune and the Press o.0 0My bro- 

. ther Hill used to try to argue with her on religious
subjects such as hell but he -always gave it upc Don8t 
understand that mother was bitter or mean but it hurt 
her that any of us should be slipping from G-race and 
giving up eternal damnation or salvation or those 
things o You could argue just as well with a waveB 0 0 *
I used to like ehureh and prayer meetings when I was a 

' - kid but that cooled off ; and when I was thirteen or about 
' ' ' that g my brother Hill told me not to believe in Hell ■ 1 :-

after my uncle had been boring me about the lake of fire 
and the rest of the sideshows*^

Prom such remarks one is not led to conclude that 
Crane8 s distaste for religion was simply the result of 
parent'^child antagonism and revolt® Specific experiences 
or observations relating to the development of such an 
attitude in Crane’s early years have not presented them
's elves for the use of biographers and will perhaps remain 
unknowno The various aspects of conventional religion and 
morality to which Crane was opposed and the positive values 
which he upheld and whichs to' him, religion had obscured ■ 
or Ignored are 9 however g reflected In his writing®

His first published works, Maggie: A Girl of the 
Streets (1893) j, tells of a young girl of the slums s seduced.

2 Ibid®s p« 691».



turned out upon the•streets by her family, and eventually 
driven to end her :dismal life as a prostitute by suicide0 

Sirtne stated that 110 0 o.it tries to show that environment is 
a tremendous thing in the world and frequently shapes, lives 
regardlesso If one proves that theory one makes room, in 
Heaven for all sorts of souls, notably an oeeasional street 
girl, who are not.confidently expected to be there by many 

■ exeellent people."3j ^ ^ , ̂
' . Maggie,;however 9 is not betrayed simply by her. .
'physical environments it is her moral environment which is 
basically at fault5 and Crane’s treatment of that fact is 
brutally ironic0 Maggie’s parents are frequently drunk and 
if they are not savagely attacking one another and making a 
shambles of their dingy flat’s interior, they are "thumping" 
one of the childrent is. she is about to be denounced by her 
mother> "Maggie, standing in the middle of the room, gazed 
about her o The usual upheaval of the tables and chairs had 
taken place o' Crockery was strewn broadcast in fragments 
The stove had been disturbed on its legs, and now leaned 
idiotically to one side6 A pail had been upset and water 
spread in all directions = "4 The drunken mother then rages: 

"Teh’ve gone t 8 d8 devil, Mag Johnson, yehs knows yehs

3 From an inscription‘ printed in Stallman, p-o 39ij-o
4 The Work of Stephen Crane, edo Wilson Follett 

(lew York, 192FTT°3Cg p> 176 =
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have gone t* d8 devil« Ten a disgrace t 8 yen people«
An8 now5, git out an8 go aim wid dat doe-faced jude of 
yourso Go wid hims curse yeh$ an8- a good riddancec Go, 
an8 see how yeh likes it„:«o0Go nowg an8 see how yeh 
likes it . Git out, I won81  have sech as youse in me 
. house! Git out, d8 yeh hear! Damn yeh, git out!"5

When the girl has gone, she continues, alternating curses
and lamentations? ' ■

"May,she be cursed for everIM she shrieked, "May she 
eat nothin8 but stones and deh dirt in deh street* May 
she sleep, in deh gutter ah8 never see deh sun shine , .
;again<j, o oShe8s d8 devil8s;-own chil8, Jimmie," she 

■ ; ' whispered, "Ah, who would t 8 ink,such a bad girl could -
grow up in our fambly, Jiimaie, me son. Many d8 hour ■
I8ve spent in talk wid dat girl an8 tol8 her if she ever
went on d8 streets I8d see her damnedo An8 after all
her bringin8-up an8 what X tol8 her and talkgd wid her,

. she goes teh d8 bad, like a duck teh water0

Here is blind ignorance5 here is a dearth of human 
sympathy at the one source from which one might expect it to 
overflow, the mother; and here is absolute, terrorizing, yet 
hypocritical, morality® The tragic irony of the entire 
story is concentrated in its final lines® Hews of Maggie8s 
■ death has reached the mother, who is the mourner referred 
to:' "The mourner essayed to speak, but her voice gave way ° 
She shook her great shoulders frantically, in an agony of 
grief» The tears seemed to scald- her face® Finally her 
voice came and arose in a scream of pain® 9Oh,, yes. I81 1

5 Ibid®, p 0 .176o 
 ̂Ibid0, p 0 1 7 9 o



f'ergive her I ,1*11 fergive her 18 "7 Crane8 s comment was that 
for Haggle such maternal feeling at such a time could have 
little value» .

Ihis substitution of an unfeelings l,holier-= than«= thouu 
morality for humanes sympathetic understanding is reiterated 
in the following excerpt from The Black Riders(189^?f Crane* s 
first collection of p o e t r y .

. With eye and with gesture 
Xou say you' are holy,a 1 :

: ' I say::ypu:!iei' ,
For I did see you '

y  ..Draw, away your coats - '
‘Ffbm the sin upon the hands 

■ ' : ‘ h: .: Of a little Childs ' - . -
-■V;- "; - Liar l /gR9 LVIl^ : ' ■
Such Goldness and rigidity toward a child is evidence of the 
unfeeling narrowness often displayed0 Such a position 
seemed, ignorant and genuinely immoral to Crane because from 
such a position people were ignoring or minimizing their 
absolute need for each other, their unavoidable interdepen= 
dence« The basis of Crane8s feeling in this matter lay in 
his conception of the universe, of natural forces and their 
relation to man*

In the traditional view of Nature and the universe 
there was order and purpose and Sod was the supreme $

7 Ibid*, pV 218*
 ̂Work * Tie This volume includes both The Black 

Riders and War Is Kind * Citations will be noted by either 
BR or WE arid the Stanza number*



omniscient foi’ce wliich regulated natural processes® Cranes
howevery saw Mature as an unreasoning force and God, if
existenty ' as an agent indifferent to the plight.of man®
Indifference is. ele.arly reflected in these lines from Mar Is
Kind(I6 9 9 )3 Crane8s later volume of poetrys

A man said to the universe;
,:iSirs. I exists18 '
,*However5> w replied the universe9 
ffThe fact has not created in me 
A sense of obligationolf AfK3 XXI/’

The treachery of an .indifferent and uncontrollable Mature 
is represented nowhere better than in 11 The Open Boat11 (1898 )y 
a virtually .exact reproduction of one of Crane8s own ex
periences V The traditional view of a moral Mature is refuted 
and one implying amorality is substitutedo Four mens adrift 
on the 11 grim sea11 In an open boathave struggled tortuously 
for survival among waves that are "cruel," "obstreperous, 
"snarlingyn and ,!raging® 13 ' Mnder such circumstances^ "® ® oit 
may be remarked that a man would conolude that it was really 
the intention of the seven mad gods to drown him9 despite the 
abominable Injustice of it® For it was certainly an abomina
ble injustice to drown a man who had worked so hardy so hard» 
The man.felt it would be a crime most unnatural®"9 It. is the. 
utmost irony that the man should judge the sea, one of 
Mature8 s constituents 9 as "unnaturaln and it is with easily

9 Work i.; XII * po 51 -
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overlooked subtlety that Crane juxtaposed the terms "injus
tice" and "unnatural” to reveal the illogie in the concept 
Of Matxire as a just moral agent» As the boat nears land, and 
the deadly surf9 one of the men9 the correspondent <, becomes 
aware that the sea "did not seem cruel to him then9 nor 
beneficent, nor treacherous, nor wise.o But she was indif
ferent, flatly indifferent 0

Earlier, in his most famous work, The Red Badge of 
Courage (1895)) 9 Crane had explored the psychological roots 
of various conceptions of Mature and the universe» In the 
mind of Henry Fleming, the youthful protagonist, Mature * s 
role in battle, whether that battle be specifically one of 
the Civil War or, in a-larger .view, the.battle of life, 
varies in accordance with his own fortune« Thus in:Henry8s 
headlong flight from his first engagement he finds peace 
and quiet in a forest® "The landscape gave him assurance0 

A fair field holding life0 It was the religion of peace»
It would die if its timid eyes were compelled to see blood0,|H  
Yet his inner tranquillity is brief, for suddenly in the •' 
most peaceful of places, a chapel-like bower, he is

• . 10 Ibid., p. 56.
11 Stallman, p. 27l|.o Stallman has uncovered a manu

script of the Red Badge which was not available to the editors of Crane8 s complete Work. TJtilizing three diff erent 
manuscripts. Stallman8s edition of the Red Badge in the 
Omnibus seems more useful than the one presented in the 
complete Work.



confronted "by a decaying corpse<> In a passage canceled 
from the final draft of the work these lines appear"
"kgaim the youth was In despairo nature no longer eon= 
doled with himGHl2 Ironicallys he flees from this abomi
nation back toward the battle and he is struck by the notion 
that Mature has suddenly reversed herself and.appears now 
to be protecting hims "Sometimes the brambles formed chains 
and tried to hold him backo Trees s confronting hims 
stretched out their arms and forbade him to pass o After 
its previous hostility this new resistance of the forest 
filled him with a fine bitterness» It seemed that Mature 
could:not be quit© ready to kill himo”13 In another ex
cised passage Henry was.;, to conclude: "Mature had provided 

•her creations with various defdhses and ways to escape that 
■ they; might f ight or flees and. she had. limited dangers in 
powers of attack and pursuit9 that the things might resist 
or hide with a security proportionate to their strength and 
wisdom0,,*W Having rejoined his regiment and feeling the 
unconscious security in comradeshipp he again alters his 
judgments ' '

1 2  Ibid*-., p 0 2 7 6 0  

^  Ibid«s p 0 277o
%  Ibidop po 299o



Since he was comfortable and contentedg he had no 
desire to set things straightd Indeedg he no more 
contended that they were not straight0 How could 
they be crooked when he was restored to a requisite 
amount of happiness^ -There was a slowly develepe- 
ing conviction that in all his red speeches he had 
been ridiculously mis taken» Hature was a fine thing 
moving with a magnificent justice o The world was 
fair and wide and glorious o The sky was kinds, and 
smiled tenderlyfull of ene ouragement s, upon him»15

In the concluding passages of the book, which at
one stage of its creation was to have been called Private
Fleming/His var ious battles s. 16 Henry sustains his delusory
notions of life» He has survived a furious engagement and
has distinguished himself by his conduct<, How his regiment
moves to the rear and Henry again examines the import of his
experiences:

He came from' hot plowshares to prospects of clover 
tranquillyp and it was as if hot plowshares were not* 
Scars faded as flowers»

It rainedo The procession of weary soldiers became 
a bedraggled traihjr despondent and muttering, marching 
with churning effort in a trough of liquid brown mud 
under a low, wretched sky0 Yet the youth smiled, for 
he saw that the world was a world for him, though many 
discovered it to be made of oaths and walking sticks»
.He had rid himself of the red sickness of battle0 The 
■ sultry nightmare was in the past0 He had been an 
animal blistered and sweating in the heat and pain 
of waro ' He turned.now with a lover8 s thirst to images 
of tranquil skies, fresh meadows, cool brooks— -an exis
tence of soft and eternal peaceo17

  ' lbld»9 p0 319V This passage appears only in the
most recently uncovered manuscript«
Y 16 Ibid., p, 2 1 8 , :  ̂ .:Y,

^  Ibido, p0 370o



Henry approaches his future as if the war were over# the last . 
battle fought 0 He believes he ean ignore the wretched sky9 

the rains and the trough of mude Idealisticallys he supposes 
that he has seen the worst and that his reward for temporary 
survival will be ”an existence of soft and eternal peaces” 
for he sees a sign in the last line of the book? 11 Over the 
river a golden ray of sun came through the hosts of leaden 
rain cloudso” Yet this same sun9 the symbol of Mature from 
which he draws confidence, had illuminated with r!a religious 
half lightM the terrible corpse in the forest chapel and 
over the agonized death struggle of Henry’s comrade this 
same "red sum** had seemed “pasted in the sky like a fierce 
wafero“l8 Crane urged us to see what Henry cannot9 that 
Mature is indifferent to the continuous struggle that man 
must wage in life# that Mature is a freeragent9 not at all 
gratuitouso

Crane insisted that manP existing thus among naturalp 
unreasoning forces whose effects were treacherous as often 
as they were beneficentj, must seek security in solidarity 
and make sympathetic understanding and selfless cooperation 
the prime virtueso Crane’s quarrel with conventional re
ligion and morality derived from his observance of the 
general corruption of these virtues by both the church and

18 Ibido9- p. 287, . .
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the public» He once wrote t am not very friendly to
Christianity as seen around town0 n3-9 Oneea expressing 
admiration for Tolstoys he grounded his judgment of the 
man’s greatness in this statement t "His morality is simply 
that of Christo"20 As in his comments about his mother5, 
there is in these. quotations the inference of some dif
ference between Christian principles and practiced 
Christianity«, The implications are made explicit^ howevers 
in this remark: "Men have never much deserved Christ and 
Buddha,, because they went to work and changed the, teaching 
of generosity into a teaching of roars and threats»"21 The 
corruption of Christ’s simple teaching of brotherhood by 
militants self-fighteous efforts to establish rigid creeds 
is reflected as almost pathetic in these lines from The 
Black Riders: •

Once there came a man 
: / ; v..-Mho saids' 1 - ' . ';' -

HRange; me all men of the world in rows*"
/ And instantly

There was terrific clamour among the people
Against being ranged in rowso
There was a loud quarrels world-wide *

- It endured fOr agesi 
And blood was shed
By thOse who would not stand in rows 9 
and by those who pined to stand in rows *

' 3-9 I b i d  o s  p t 6 ^ o  . ,

; 2 0  ihidos p 0 l8 l 0

21 Thomas Beer, Stephen Crane (Hew Yorks 1923)
p. 225o
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Eventually $ the man went to death, ' weeping»
And those who stayed in bloody souffle ’ '
Knew not the great simplicity0 B̂R.o V/"

Simple generosity and human kindness are denied 
to Maggie Johnson hy a mother that roars and threatens»
This tragedy occurs within a segment of our “civilized" 
society, while others simply look on with indifference o 
Maggie opens with a vicious struggle among small boys 
around and upon an ash heap, while "From a window of an 
apartment-house that uprose from amid squat ignorant stables 
there leaned a curious woman0 Some labourers, unloading a 
scow at a dock at the river, paused for a moment and re
garded the fight0 The engineer of a passive tugboat hung 
lazily over a railing and watched o "22 Something like 
criminal negligence in such indifference becomes apparent 
as the direction of events in this segment of society is 
revealedo r:\ : : v. ' . .

"The Blue Hotel"(1 8 9 8 ) is a further revelation of 
the consequences of man* 3 Ihdlfferehce to the needs of his 
fellows o The Swede is a man almost insanely preoccupied 
with the danger of deathc,; He is extreme, but he fears a 
reality with which all might, well have a certain concern^
His companions at the blue hotel extend him no sympathy for 
his. Very human fears ° T^ think only that he is crazy«

2 2  Work, X, p 0 I3 8 0
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From the proprietor of the hotel the Swede gets enough false*
•whisky-ooarage to accuse the 'proprietor's son of cheating 
at cards a Ip one supports his claim, but he persists and 
he beats the son in a fistfighto He leaves the hotel and 
at a saloon seeks to 'rei^orce his ■false courage with more 
whiskyo In trying to bully the handful of men in the saloon 
into drinking with him he is stabbed to death by an otherwise 
quiet-mannered gamblefs Several months later, two of his 
former companions at the hotel receive news of the gambler's 
trial and conviction for murderQ ■ Only then is the depth of 
the tragedy revealed— the Swede had been cheated g

“Fun or not, 11 said the Easterner, “Johnnie was 
Cheatings I sqw him* I know it0 I saw himo And I 

. . refused to stand up and be a mani I let the Swede
fight it out aloneo. - And you--you were simply puffing 
around the place and wanting to fight» And then old 
Scully himselfS We are all in it I This poor gambler 
Isn't even a noun* He is kind of an adverbB Every 
sin-Is the result of a collaboration0 We $ five of us, 
have collaborated in the murder of this Swede« Usually 
there are from a dozen to forty women really involved 
in every murder, but in this case it seems to be only 
five men--you* I, Johnnie, old'Scullyi and that fool 
of an unfortunate gambler came merely as a culmination, 
the apex of a human movement, and gets all the punish- • 
ment#“̂ 3 '

The act of murder is almost anti-climactic following 
the tragic progression of apathies which expedite its 
, accomplishment» The Swede would have died ultimately, but 
/ his companions might have prolonged death8 s coming or'made

23 lbida g p 0 1 3 1 o



it easier«, To have made him go to' death alone without aid or 
sympathy from his fellows was the sin whieh Crane made 
explicit in the cowboy8s inane reply to the Easterner8s 
accusation: "The cowboy, injured and rebellious $ cried out
"blindly into this fog of mysterious theory: 8Wells I didn{t
. do anythin?, did I? 5

The alternative, to selfish indifference which Crane 
often dramatized is . selfless, solidarity based on true Chris
tian principles of brotherhoods Crane's concept of this 
human bond is epitomized in "The Open Boat: 11

It would be difficult to.describe the subtle brother
hood of men that was here established on the seas 0 do 
one said that it was so* do one mentioned It® But it 
dwelt in the boat $ and each man felt it warm him®«. .It 
was more than a mere recognition of what was best for 
the common safety c, There was surely in It a quality 

: that was personal and heart-felt a® .other e was this .
comradeshipg that the correspondents for instances who 
had'been taught to be. cynical of mens knew even at the 
time was the best experience of his life. But no one 
said that it Was sOo do dhe niehtloned it

In The ■ Bed Badge of. Courage Henry Fleming remains oblivious
of the true significance of his various lessons in brother™- - . ■ v ■ ' ■ 
hood* He is only vaguely aware in ̂  of reflection
that he has partaken of a certain ennobling experience at
those times when he has selflesslyg unconsciously become
Immersed in the. groupe It is significants furthermores that

24 Ibid.s p 0 ,i32»
2^ Workj XIIj "p o 36o
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the regiment .itself is snecessful only ifhen it advances with 
unity and purposeful enthusiasm =, Henry too quickly overlooks 
one experience which'by its Very brevity and simplicity 
achieves the .significance which Orane himself found in 
simple acts of kindness» Henry is wandering along a roads 
dazed from the effects nf 'his. "wound9 H when a "cheery voice" 
of f er a him a s s i s t ahc e: ," (I»m ' go in' your way« Th! hull 
gang is goin8 your way = In* I guess I kin give yeh a 
lift o s " 2 6  That the owner of the cheery voice might have . 
been anybody is, implicit in Henry8 s later awareness that "he 
had not once seen his face 0"

Grane8s apparent criticisms of conventional religion 
and moralityC, them/ were based on a conception of Mature and 
ultimate causes (^ite contrary to those of his adversaries«
He saw religion as a manifestation of the human selfishness 
which twists reason to its own ends;

When it occurs to a man that nature does not regard 
him as important s and that she feels she would not maim 
the universe by disposing of him, he at first wishes to 
throw bricks at the temple9 and he hates deeply the fact 
that there are no bricks and no temples» Any visible 
expression of nature would surely be pelleted with his 
jeers0 , . .Thenif there be no tangible thing to hoot9 he 
feels9 perhaps9 the desire to confront a personification 
and indulge- in pleasP bowed to one knee9 and with hands suppliGant 9 eaylngp . "Yes 9 but I love myself „ " 2  f ■

Stallmans -p* 305« 
2 7  Works XII9 p 0 5lo
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Yet his attach was primarily against those who disregarded
the truly Christian principles for which they professedly
stood and who used their religion as a club with which to
victimize their fellow men. for selfish objectives<> In none
of his other works did Crane achieve a more precise analysis
of the essential issue than in these simple, yet powerfully
,suggestives lines ? . /vv h ;:vv'-'r-1 . .

A man feahed'that he might find an assassini 
" Another that he might find a vietim.o__
One was more wise than the othero ■/BR, L¥l7



CHAPTER.¥11

FHA1K HORRIS

The view of natural forces revealed in Crane's work 
needs only slight ampllfleation to imply a completely deter
ministic philosophy® Scientific discoveries throughout the. 
nineteenth centurya but particularly during the latter 
decadess provided considerable evidence to support suppo
sitions that the universe operates according to various 
unchanging mechanical lawso Darwinian theory was variously 
interpreted and gave rise to a number of evolutionary 
theories regarding the true nature of man® At one extreme 
of these reasoning endeavors was the view that man is but a 
compound» albeit a highly complex one, of organic matter 
which is subject to the same deterministic mechanical laws 
that govern all pther matter both organic and inorganic®
If this hypothesis of complete .mechanistic determinism is 
accepted? the traditional concepts of man8 s free-will and 
moral responsibility must Inevitably be challenged0

The impact of such theories was frequently reflected 
in literature of the period? to the extent that a distinct 
literary movement arose? called Naturalism® In a sense 

-'p ■ ; : 9 2  .



.Haturalisp is a two-fold concepts applicable both to a 
literary technique and to.a.distinct philosophical attitudee 
In either case9 howevers.it refleets the dominant influence 
of scientific .ittethbde's. terMhol’egy9 ahd ■speculations o

From the standpoint:'of technique naturalism may be 
called an extension of Realism, Reacting against falsely 
sentimental and highly romanticized portrayals of lifes 
Howells had propounded a literary theory which had as its 
objective the honest representation of ordinary human 
behavior and a feasible analysis of■ motivation^ the under
lying conviction being that the ordinary® unembellished 
events of everyday life are sufficiently dynamic in them
selves fo evince significant moral truths* The realist had 
simply to avoid distortions of reality and impositions of his 
personal morals upon life situations which did not truly 
reflect them* Haturalism®. theoretically9 was a further step . 
toward Objectlvlty through the scientific methods of obser
vation and compilation of factse This scientifically 
oriented approach had as its goal absolute1  documentary . 
realism? creating® if possible® the illusion of complete 
non-selectivity by the writer in recording details• . If the 
scientific method is followed, through® the underlying 
attitude must be assumed- to be that if life has moral slg- 
niflcance it will be revealed under objective scientific •. , 
scrutiny o ■ 'f • ’ : ■ . ;



r v The philosophical aspects of Hatwalism evolved from 
/assumptions suggested by scientific vdiscoVevles regarding 
: the mechanical operation of the universeo The mope, readily 
accepted assumption that the external forces of nature are 

. mechanically - controlied was snpplOmeht e'd by the somewhat 
tenuouŝ , bnt more yitalg. aseumption of biological deter- 
minismg that man is moulded involuntarily "by heredity and . 
environment and is3 therefore9 sub ject Vto the same mechanical ’ 
laws Wlch govern hbth the lower organic species and inor- 

‘ gahic matter0 The affect of this hypothesis on traditional 
moral doctrines has already been suggestedo Inevltably» man 
must be denied free-will in a completely deterministic uni- : 
verseo The concept of moral responsibility becomes untenable0 

'The naturalist Is assumptioh of deterniinism must be validated ' 
by his fictional representation of life = ' The difficulty of 

' the naturalist's task will be obvious from a brief‘analysis 
; of his- probable motives „ . V ■

; Literary Naturalism is generally acknowledged to have 
had its inception in TTance under the leadership of Emile 

; Zola* ■ His . critical: theory, is contained in Le Roman ' .
Experimentale(1 8 8 0 ) ahd his various works of fiction reflect 
the application of;this theoryoi Regarding the relationship 
of'scientific theory to the fictional representation-of its 
effects he once said: "It is not important that the under
lying assumption be absolutely true| it will be a s cientific
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hypothesis borrowed from medical treatiseso But when this 
fact is as.sumeds, when I shall have accepted it as an axiom,
I can then deduce the whole yolme'mathematically from it,11̂ 
 The suspicion that Zola was about to perpetrate the crime
. of circular logic is superseded by the implication that he

•a recent analysis of the psychology of Naturalisms
■ The scientist who wants to improye the lot of man -

through knowledge and manipulation of the material world 
- faces two obstacles: lethargy and unbelief* Some people 

think mankind is doing well enoughc Others do not think 
that anything can be accomplished with "human nature” by 
scientific methods* The scientist-reformer therefore 
has to' establish the validity of two assumptions: that 

. the state of man needs to be Improved^' and that human 
conditions are determined by the operation of material 

/ causes which can be traced^ recorded., understood^ and,
: ' finally, controlled^ The pieces of the puzzle fall into

• . place when we understand that the best possible way to 
' illustrate and validate these two assumptions is to

write a "naturalistic”;, tragedy in which a human being' is. : 
. : ■ crushed.and destroyed by the operation' of forces which 

he'has no power to resist or even understand0 The more 
helpless the individual and the more clearly the links 
in an inexorable chain of causation are defined, the 
more effectively documented; are the two assumptions 
Which underlie the scientists1 program of reform,.for 
the destruction of an individual demonstrates the power 

-• of heredity and '.environment over human destinies* And 
.'If jbhe victim4 s"' lot is sordid, the need for reform is 
"proved*” The more helpless the character, the stronger

Quoted by Charles Child Malcutt,' American Literary 
Naturalism, A Divided Stream (Minneapolis g IJniVo of Minnesota

was mpre concerned with the acceptance of his fictional 
milieu as a scientlficatiy :documented reality than with 
acceptance of his hypothesis as scientifically valid*

The significance of the implication is explicit in
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the proof of determinism?-and once such a thesis is 

• estahlished the seiehtist hopes: and "believe that men
will set about trying to control the forces which now 

% - , ' Control men«̂ : ' \ ;  ; ■
.B’or the writer^ then science may become, a bloodless tool by 
which to•authoritatively amplify the Illusion of reality in 
order to intensify the tragic aspects of the fictional milieu 
.and' induce deep' GbnylCtlons::for, reform In the reader«, ;
. : An unavoidable conflict arises $ however s when the
naturalist attempts to maintain both his thesis of deter
minism and his objective;, scientific viewpointj, while his 
. "felt" ■position is in conflict with this thesis $, his mot lyes 
arejihorals and his objective is reform0 Naturalistic trage
dies frequently reveal inconsistencies which betray the :
.author is inner emotional conflict in regard to his thesis 0 
Essentiallŷ : the inner conflict is between his inbred belief 
in free-will and his . fear of mechanistic determinism0 "There :: 
is always the tension between hope and despair^ between 
.rebellion and apathyg - between defying nature and submitting 
to its between celebrating man1s impulses and trying to 
educate themg between embracing the universeand regarding ' 
its darh ,abysses .•with terror e "3 The degree of a naturalist8 s • 
■optimism'or pessimism regarding this conflict may be said to 
. tary In .direct proportion either to his faith that science

• ? Ibid o ' p«- 2 ô'
.3 I b i d o j ,  p 0 1 7 o



will somehow resolve the moral dilemma which it has created 
or' to his conviction that early scientific implications of 
determinism will be substantiated and even extendedo

- % The distinguishing aspect; of Naturalism; then  ̂is : 
this inner conflict of philos'ophles 6 Naturalistic works are 
not necessarily fatalistic/ but they reflect the tremendous 
impact which scientific knowledge has had on the sensibili
ties of the author o In the, natural!stic milieu something is 
wrong or somebody suffers unjustly and the questions implicit 
under such circumstances are s Nhat can be done? Who is 
respohsible?^ . ' : v

Among .American writers ̂ one of the first to make 
effective use of scientific elements was Frank Norris0 His 
reputation as a naturalist rests chiefly on two works.
Me Teague (1899) and Vandover and the Brute (1911}-)» Together 
with the intense realism, which scientific documentation can 
produce they demonstrate the fearful implications of bio
logical detefminismo Yet, in spite of his effectiveness in 
employing naturalistic elements, Norris allowed a strong

conflict in the discussion, of Stephen Grane® Crane has been 
called a.naturalists since his treatment of natural forces, 
functioning indifferently and independently in relation to 
man, often implies. an underlying thesis of determinismo It 
is, perhaps, a question to be resolved subjectively, but ,

' Graness, particular' emphasis on man's own capabilities, 
faults, and needs and his failure to demonstrate a Scien
tifically oriented view of natural forces seem to me to ' 
separate him from the main stream of American Naturalism.o
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moral tone t© reveal ltael£ in varying degrees of amplitude
thr onghont eaeii of the novels *

Essentlally3 handover is the story of the degenera
tion of a yotmg artist under the effects of lycanthropy9 a 
form of mental deterioration which periodically, causes the 
victim to hehaye like an animalo ' The story proceeds much 
like a scientific case studyg recording the development of 
the disease through its several stages and the effects upon 
Vandover* s charactere

. It was during Vandover*s first year in high school 
that "the hrute began to make itself felto” The animal 
instincts were strong in him# for' ¥andover was self-indul
gent— he loved t̂ha/̂  sensuous pleasuresg he loved to eat 
good things j he loved to be warmj, he loved to sleep®
The brute ;in his h.atwe : pf ogreS siyoly tightens its hold on 
Yandover8 s faculties until its dominance is irrevocably 
established: : . . ; - ;v v ' ' ■, - ■

His intellectual.parts dropped away one by ones leaving 
only the instincts j,: the - blind# . unreasoning impulses of 
the animal® .Still he continued his restless9 lurching walk back 
and forth in his room, his head hanging low and swinging 
from side to side with the movement of his gait. He had 
become so nervous that the restraint imposed upon his 
freedom of movement by his bathrobe and his loose night
clothes chafed and irritated him® At length he had 
stripped off everythingo

handover and the Brute (Garden City: Doubleday9 
19l!j.) 9 p® 32o Though published posthumouslyj, Vandover was 
written early In the 8ninetiess while Morris was at Harvard®
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Suddenly and without the slightest warning Vandover ? s 

hands carae slowly above his head and he dropped forward, 
landing upon his palms o All in an ihstant he had given 
■ wayj, yielding in a second to the strange hallucination 
of that four-footed thing that sulked and snarled. Sow 

' ; without' a moment8 s stop- heran back and forth along the 
wall of the room* upon the palms of his hands and his 
toes* a ludicrous figure* like that of certain clowns 
one sees at the circus * contortionists walking about the 
sawdust* imitating some kind of enormous dog. Still he. 
swung his head from side to side with the motion of his 
shuffling gait* his eyes dull and fixed® At long in
tervals he uttered a sound* half word* half cry* "Wolf—
' wolfI" but it was muffled* •indistinct* raucous* coming 
more-from his throat than from his lips. It might 
easily have been the groWh of an animal. A long time 
passed® Waked* fpUr-fopted* Vandover ran back and forth 
the length of the room®

Vandover has degenerated from a'sensitive* educated* per
sonable youth* moving about in highly respectable circles * 
into a frightened* destitute wretch* who in the final scene 
of the novel is cleaning and "poking about amid the filth 
under the sink" of a factory-wprker11 s, cottage* performing 
this drudgery on the promise of a few dollars from the land
lord* ■ his former.roommate at .Harvard® ::

Vandover8 s deterioration from Within by lycanthropy 
is abetted by certain external forces against which he 
appears equally helpless» Succumbing to his brute instincts 
at a cfiticai moment* he seduces a naive young girl* Ida 
Wade * who commit s suicide shortly thereaf ter. A chain of 
circumstances begins to . encircle him. His father dies* 
leaving Vandover to manage his own financial affairs* a

6  Ibido* Po 309o
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. responsibillty; for which handover' Is-, totally unprepar-edo 
Wohd'-of'.his. .Indiscretion heaches his .SQclal set and he is 

. ostracizedo Ida Wade • s father •'brings a damage suit against 
him for a- considerable amount of money = His old friend and 
college-roommate, Charlie G-earyy how a lawyer, induces 
handover to sell him a piece of property in order to obtain 

. cash for settlement of the suit, His friend1 s honesty . 
.appears. soraewhat 'doubtful: whey it is revealed that, while 
giving 1 egal advlc'e to .handover, Geary is legally represent
ing hr o' Wadeo/ - Bewildered- by his ' financial responsibilities , , 
deserted by hip''one-time friends,.and scourged by the. 
lingering guilt on his conscience, handover’s reason becomes 
clouded and his susceptibility to. the simple, animal im- 
nulses is further intensified^

Forris’ study-of Yandover at the mercy of these ; 
concomitant biological and environmental forces, although 
it contains freciuent passages of stark realism̂ ' fails never
theless to reflect a consistent naturalistic■theSis of de- 
terminism^. lhat Fprris was•conscious of the naturalistic,

■ elements he inserted is scarcely questienable «. He con- - 
eluded Chapter Fourteen with,this observation of the city:

It was Life, the murmur of the great, mysterious 
force that spun the wheels- of Fature and- that sent it 
- onward like some enormous engine, resistless, relent- 

V- . less5 an engine that, sped straight forward, driving 
' before it the infinite herd of humanity, driving it on 

at breathless speed-through all eternity, driving it
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no one knew whither s crushing out inexorably all those 
who lagged behind, the herd and who fell from exhaustions ' 
. grinding them to dust beneath its myriad iron wheels s . .

. riding oyer. themg still driving on the herd that yet 
remained, driving it recklessly, blindly on and on ..

: " :. toward some far-distant goal, some vague unknown end,
• . some mysterious $ fearful bourne forever hidden! in thick.

, '  ; f : ' : d a r k n e s s , « 7 : ; ;  ! ;  -' , t  , . . . : '  - . .{ ;

Handover* s. descent'to the status of an animals his defeat by 
the "engines” does not9 however, appearto be inevitable^
He falls, Biblically, speaking, simply because he has ignored 
his. conscience and, in doing -so, has. destroyed his own will 
to avoid or resist adverse forces0

Sorris revealed iandover’s weakness early in the 
story?; “There was little of the stubborn or unyielding about 
handover,.his personality was not strong, his nature .pliable . 
and' he rearranged himself' to suit his new environment at 
Harvard yery■!rapidly»“ He was,.however, revolted and some
what frightened by his early experiences as & man of the 
world and:he: returned; to his home, on. completion of his 
education, a quite respectable young mans “He had no vices G 
He had gone through the ordeal of college life and had come 
out without contracting any habit more serious than a vague 
distaste for responsibility,- and an Inclination- to shirk 
disagreeable duties• Cards he never thought ofy , It was

Ibidy- - po 2 3 O 0.
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rare that he drank' so much as a glass of beer0n9 E@ could ■ 
not, however, deny the fascination of the city or:-the urge 
to enjoy its pleasures: "For a second time the animal in 
him, the perverse evil hrute, awoke and stirred° The idea 
of resistance hardly occurred to Vandover; it would be hard, 
it would be disagreeable to resist^ and Vandover had not 
accustomed himself to the performance of hard, disagreeable 
duties 6: They were among- the unpleasant things that he
shirked & "10 His weakness in the face of duties and respon
sibilities continued, ■ and idien. his' degeneracy- has become 
apparent he eontemp 1  ates: spicideI but he despairingly con
cludes: - ; -
- .-: 'His; vsuffering had to. go on, had to run its course,
 ̂ ieven death would not, help hiiru . Let it go on,, it was
  only the better part :of hiiti that was suffering| in a

little while this better part would be dead, leaving 
only the brute® It would die a natural death without 
any interventiibn iff om-liima : vWs. bhere any need of 
sulcidei :: SuicideS Great God I his whole life had been 
-one.'long suicideoli ' :
• • des true tion: of Vandover * s "better part, " unmis

takably the moral part, is brought ; about not by the absence 
of will, but by his failure to exercise will® .The better 
side, of his character is consistently identified with his . - 
interests’ and capabilities as "an artist» He has no real

; : : 9 .ibid*, p® 26V: ; : ' V
/./ "V V

■ 13- Ibid. , p* 2V9* - ' . I : '
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religious cohviefcions and, despairing of all other possible 

; sources of aids he turns desperately to his neglected-arts 
iinmersing himself in it with .the hope that it will bring 
about his regeneration: '

- He brought his stick of charcoal to a very fine edge 
and set to work carefully0 In a moment he stopped 
andg with his chamois .clothe dusted out what he had •

■ : drawn0 He had made a. false staff s he began but could,
not recall how the lines: should runs his fingers were . 
willing enough; In his imagination he saw just how 
the outlines should be* but somehow he could not make 

. his hand Interpret what was in, his headQ’ ■ Some third
medium through which the one used to act upon the other , 
• was sluggish, dull; worse than:that» it seemed to be ,,

'' absents ooosome :third delicate and subtle faculty that
coordinated the Other two and that called forth a sure 
and instant response to the dictates of his mind* was 
: lackinge 1 2  y ■■ • ;; ; / ■, '■ '

Although his imagination projects a finely drawn5 intelli
gible work of art> .Handoverti svhand''pfoduceslonly "grotesque^

■ meaningless..-shapes o11 The coordination between mind and body, 
betweeh'feason a^d action^ is gone; and this third faculty^ 
this- indispensable Intermediate agencycan be nothing 
other than his will* Vandover * s failure before his easel 
is simply the culmination of his .repetitive failure to ex- 
- ercise hi a; will in carrying out the dictates of his moral 
.-sense'o; ; By repeatedly allowing his lust..and self-indulgence , 
to dominate his conscience, his sense of right and wrong., 
he has destroyed his will. He no longer has the ability .
to control his animal 'Impulses? and it is only at this point.

1 2  .I b i d V s  p.o. 22li.o



. that his complete ' degeneration, "becomes inevitable 0
/horrisy might have succeeded in making Vandover- * s 
collapse appear credible in the light of an excep- 
tionally pliable nature defeated by a malignant for
tune had he adhered to a deterministic presentations 
He gives Vandover freedom of choices however> and .
. condemns him when he does wrongc. As the book stands <,

- Horris does not escape from the idea that "undoing
follows hard upon■unrighteousness„"13 :

More strongly.Implied' than mechanistic determinism is the
conventional 'concept that' snbmissidn to the desires of the
flesh ahd. indulgence in the traditional vices brings de-
. :genoration and' destruction^ ';., : V'-
■vi-- V v ‘"t--'',;>' ' ■ - . ■ :-.v' In Me Teague: Horris again exploited the naturalistic 
elements of animalism and degenerations improving upon 
Vandover by maintaining greater., objectivity and by de
ploying environmental forces more: earefully and more con
sistently 0 Me Teague is a brute: Ĥis: head was square-cut g . 
angular I the j aw salient., like that of the carnivora =
Me Teague' s. mind was as his' body / heaivy',: slow to act, 
sluggisho Yet there, was;;nothing 'vicious about the man.» 
Altogether he suggested- the draught horse,, immensely strong, 
stupids dociles obedieht 0 The dominance of animal im-
' pulses: is first revealed, when MdSeague is attracted to Trina 
Steppe s "Suddenly the animal in the; man stirred and awoke|

13 Franklin Walker,.' Frank Morris : A Biography 
(Garden 01 ty, 1932), p 0 99« .

’ %  MoTeague (Hew York: Ordssett and Dunlap, 19--),
P< 3*' : ; • 'v d: ' . . ' - '



the evil instincts, that in him were so close to the sur>= : ’
face .leaped to lifes'shouting and clamoring<,,l̂-5 He makes 
' an attempt to understand and control these impulses» but 
his effort is futile: "Long dormant^ the /brute/' was now 
at last alives awake0 From now on he would feel its
presence cpntinualiy| would feel it tugging at its chain^
watdiiing its o p p o r t u n i t y ■ • . .

Animal tendencies are not limited to Me Teague alone» ' 
. Although he did not' apply the term Fanimalsn Morris used 
the same words to describe Trina8 s own reaction to Me Teague: 
M«oosomething had leaped to life in her-=something that . 
had hithefto lain dormants. something strong and overpowering6

It frightened her now as 'she thought of7it$ this second
' self .that had wakened'withiii her s and that shouted and 
clamored for recognitiono11X7 A further implication of 
animal! sm underl ie s the conflict between Me Teague and Marcus 
Schouiero The human conflict is carefully symbolized by the 
savage imity between two -neighborhood dogs., who "hate each 
other just like humans«"18

McTeague* s degeneration is caused by his inability



; feo cope with environmental forces and by his necessary 
reliance oh animal instinctse As long as his existence 
remains uncomplicated he is as contented and benign as a 
drowsy 1  ions but complexity confuses him and adversity ■. 
arouses him to animal brutality = He has married Trinas, 
and his dental practice provides them with a comfortable ' 
income „ Trinais'̂  her wi^ from a lottery
provides : them- with additional revenue o '; M is be
trayed by Marcuss howevers and a .court order requires him 
to cease practice because he' has never attended dental 
soho'dly He does 'hot̂  underetaHdg ' 'but/: he complies 0 The idea 
of-an inquiry dr an appeal never occurs to hirtio Instead, ; 
he sulks and remains idle,. 'unable'V to adjust to this new 
• situationo • ’ Trina’ s innate frugality "develbps- under these 
. c ire urns tanoes into' 'an insane miserliness <= .The severity with 
Which-she imposes economy upon him. further confuses MeTeague 
and .restrains.his instinctive animal desire for freedomo . 
Angereds: McTeague is driven to acts of brutality against ' 
Trina to obtain money .and ultimately he murders her, fleeing 
instinctively to the. ray mining- country of his ;youth where ■ 
his crude, abilities had.sufficed and where his life had been 
uncomplicated,, -

. The moral tone of Me Teague is less insistent than 
that of ,handover| nevertheless, it is unmistakably present, 
Morris identified MeTeague? s animal drives with conventidnal
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concepts of evil and imiorallty<,; ; ;linpuls.es of the f lesh
are virtually equated'with the temptations of the devil:
.“itoat 'was this perverse, viciousthing that lived within
:him>'knitted to his flesh? Below the fine fabric of all

. that ■was good in .him ran the: foul stream of hereditary
: eyllj, like a sewer« The vices and sins of his father, to
the third and fourth and five, hundredth generation,
tainted him» The.evil of an entire race flowed in his :
veins 6 "19 This is "a deterministic concept, but not Of ... .
the scientifically oriented, naturalistic Sort; it suggests

..the'traditional concept of original sin. MeTeague, like
Vandover, was not.without' an awareness of good, and.when •
the brute- awakened in hkm there ensued^ a brief struggle;

It was a crisis=^a crisis, that had arisen all in 
an instant; a: crisis, for which he was, totally un
prepared c Blindly, and without knowing why. MeTeague 
fought against it,; moved by an unreasoned instinct 
Vof'resistance® Within him, a certain second, self, 
another better Me Teague rose with the brute; both ■ 
were strong, with the huge crude strength of ' the man 

; ■ himself o« 0 = There ' in that cheap and shabby ^Dental 
' Parlor" a dreaded struggle began,. It was the old 
'v: battle, old. as., the/world; wide as ..the world— the
Snddeh panther :leap; of the ahlmai,- lips drawn, fangs , 
aflash, hideous, monstrous, not to be resisted, and 

• the simultaneous arousing ' of the' other man, the ... ;
'■ better self that cries, "Down, down," without . ’ . ■ ...
... knowing why; that grips the. monster; that fights to 
.strangle it, to thrust it down and b a c k o 2 0  " ;

MeTeague does submit to base impulses; yet, as

, 1? Ibido, po.3 2 o 
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either a man or an animal«,. he must inevitably do sos because 
he Is ill-equipped ment ally to do - otherwise ® , IPrlnaj, Jlarcns v ■ 
and the did Jews Zerkowg are all reasoning charactersi' they 
are all .guilty of an immoral desire for material wealth; 
they are/ then3.largely responsible for the violence which 
befalls them o' There is a certain in jus tic e $, however ® in 
McTeagupis fate-,., since, because '-pf;his-, stupidity, he is never 
given an opportunity to make a moral choice; and yet the . : 
concept -of moral responsibility is implied by allusions to 
the .struggle between forces Of good and evil within him® - 
Existing.side by side,with the elements Of determinism, . 
this concept produces an •ineohsistency which tends:to ' 
obscure Norris* intention at the .thematic-levelo

; Norris is a. singxilar figtire in relation; to 'the 
literary movement' of which he., is- .so; often said to be a 
representative 0 He utilized several naturalistic elements . 
with tremendous dramatic effectiveness/ yet,' as Ernest 
• Marchand points out, "He was more enamored of /̂theseT"
* effects *• than.of philosophical eons1 stency0 " 2 1  Neither 
an acceptance of the thesis of determinism nor even a con
sistent, objective employment of that thesis as a negative 
approach to reform reveals itself in his works The reso
lution of moral and philosophical questions arising from •

, 21 Marchand, Frank. Norris s A Study (Stanford 'Ohlvo, 
Calif o Stanford Univ» Presss 1912 ), pe 90o . . - :;I..v



an observation of modern social phenomena$, for. which many 
writers- of the period demonstrated such an abiding concern, 
Horris relegated to a position of secondary importance0 .
""He was interested in stories, not reforms o”22 Much of 

. > :.the inconsistency which his writing reveals can, I think, 
be traced to this subordination of intellectual Interests 
to purely 'literary interests# V - ' \ y ’ "t;'b-.  ̂ '

Notwithstanding such inconsistency^ however, Norris 
does seem to have - embraced' 'a ..naturalistic philosophy of 1

sorts# He cohceived that the, essence of universal forces 
was their timelessness,, that Nature endured regardless of 
the petty strife among men# In The Oct opus.(1901) Horris 
attempted to illustrate tbe inevitability of natural 

fprocessesr f % ;y;'-, : v-v.-;" , - .■ '■ ' :'
Ah, yes, the tiheat-=it was' over this that the Railroad,' 
the, ranchers, the traitor false to his trust, all the 
members of an obscure conspiracy, were wrangling! As 
': if human agency could aff ect this colossal power!- 
What were these heated, tiny squabbles, this feverish, • 
small bustle of mankind, this minute swarming of the 
human insect, to the great majestic,.silent ocean of 
the Wheat itself1' Indifferent, gigantic, resistless,

' it moved in its appointed grooves.o Men., Lilliputians, 
gnats in'the sunshine, buzzed impudently in their tiny 
battles, - werevporn, lived through their little day, ;
died, and were forgotten; while the- 'Wheat,- wrapped in 
Nirvanic calm, grew steadily .under the night, alone 
with.the stars-and with God.23 : /

: 22 Walker, p. 237° ' \ : ‘ A : b 1 - ' '
: 23 The Octopus (New York: Doubleday, 190l|-), p» ijf-So
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It Is apparent; that his view of laihrieL Has consistent in ":/y;' '
.scope- and grandenr with his love of sweeping dramatic . - . 
effects| yet such a view has some significance when applied 
toward an evaluation of human endeavors» Speaking of the 
Êfature revival11 In literatures Mohr is called the return
to IfaturBs the renewed, interest in the rugged outdoor life* .

an unerring groping backward toward . the fundamentals 
in Prder to take a renewed grip upon life» 0 o 0nature has 
ceased to be mis-understood as an aggregate of botany, - 
zoology, geoldgy, and,the like, and has become a thing 
intimate and familiar and rejuvenating/^

Nature, then seemed a siimple ̂ yet enduring process .
with;which man might !well align himself, and it must , 
ultimately have seemed a benign force, leading to an obscure 
but reasonable endo The “naturalistic” forces of the 
.socio-economic, environment appeared to be man-made and, 
essentially, unn&tural = McTeague is a sliitple animal man who ; 
is unable to cope with the complexity of social and economic 
forces and is ultimately destroyed by them'' Trina and the . .
others submit to the greed fostered by a materialistic 
society and, in effect, destroy themselves as well as •
McTeague» Vandover is likewise at the mercy of social 
temptations and economic forces Which tend to destroy his

■ 2l|- trank Norris, The Responsibilities of the Novelist 
(New York: Double day, 1928)7 p<> 10? o
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;• will arid his innate sense of goodo .."Ihe strife over wheat

in The Octopus is similarly unnatural; it is man5 s struggle
exclusively; and. Nature goes on,,indifferent and inevitable 0
• Society appeared to- have outgrown itselfs having developed
beyond the limit of man*s ability to control it or to derive
''benefits ' from it if It had become a force which tended to
corrupt the "fundamentals11 illustrated by Nature<,

ii . Norris* fascination .with, "bigness" and his consequent'
failure to think through the particular moral implications
, of such a view resulted in the apparent inconsistencies in
the philosophical or Intellectual aspects of his workei The

: ,"fundamentals" are never precisely pointed out or illustrated
as goals for human behaviors -i Norris* peculiarly limited^ .. '
though cosmic view of life apparently subdued any impulse
toward/immediate • social' or m.oral reforms s ■ . ■ :

" Falseness'dies; Injustice and ’oppression in the end 
of. everything fade and vanish awayo Greed, cruelty, •

: , . selfishness/: and-inhumanity are short-lived; the; in
dividual suffers, but the race goes on<, „ o oThe larger 
view always and ;t|rough;'all; shams, all wickednesses s 
discovers the Truth that will, in the end, prevail,

. , and all: things, Surely, ineyl t ably, re s is tie s sly work
; - together ' for\good«#S-̂  ̂ -• . ;; n;;
The really superficial moral tohe which underlies ah other
wise vivid naturalistic work,;such as McTeague or Vandover 
and the Brute, must be discounted somewhat by the proba™ ; 
bilify that in Norris *" "larger view, " his literary view,

25 The Octopus, p 0 S^lo ' . - ,



the particulars of* morality were seldom objects . of deep 
eoiisideratione Theodore Dreiser9 whom Norris “discovered^ 11 

held a similar view of the inevitability of natural forees$ 
and it is in his work that the potentially revolutionary . • 
moral impli c at ions of such a vi ew are brought into conflict 
• with'traditional moral standards o . . .



CHAPTER. ¥111

THEODORE DREISER

The late-nlzieteenth-eentury literary trend toward 
'a more objective view of life seems to me to have cul= —
' minated In the early works of Theodore Dreiser o The im
plications of scientific discovery and the impact of dynamic 
social and.economic forces are•dramatically;combined in his 
novels to produce a tragic effect previously unknown in 
American literaturef In his early works, Dreiser did not 
reflect the depths of pessimism which acceptance of mecha
nistic determinism made explicit in a-later novel. An 
American Ttuap;edy(192$)«, He was of the same generation as . 
Crane and Morris and, like them, tended to retain optimism 
in spite of early scientific implications of complete 
determinismo It was only after an observation of later 
developments in the twentieth century that Dreiser appears 
to have lost his initial optimismo

In his early; works he recognized the agency of free
will, the legitimacy,of human desire s.,: and' the .power of 
ideals| however, he’ saw, too, certain other causes of 
behavior even more powerful— biolbgical factors, chance,
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phenomena of'the physical universe^ and even society itself-- 
and his work achieves dramatic effectiveness simply 'because 
he left the conflict between these forces without ultimate 
resolution^ Deterministic forces there are which limit free
will , and the tragedy Of life occurs when9 failing to recog
nize his limitation̂ ,, man hastens9 complicatess or otherwise 
intensifies the. pain of his own or his fellows8 existence =
And to Dreiser one of the principal agencies in this tragic 
process was "society8 s, fierce conception of morality$ n the 
inflexible9 unrealistic 9 .unsympathetic moral codes

His first novels Sister Carrie(1900)9 reveals 
Dreiser8s awareness of the multitude of forces which under
lie human behavior„ Garrie is a simple9 small-town .girl who 
arrives in Chicago fascinated by the glamour and the wealth 
of opportunities and determined to possess and enjoy her 
share of its " nA half-equipped little knight she was, ven
turing to reconnoitre the mysterious city and dreaming wild 
dreams: of some vague9 far-off supremacy9 which should make 
it prey and sub ject— the proper ,penitent9 grovelling at a 
woman8 s s U p p e r I n  combination with her own inner desire/ 
however9 the city itself exerts;a near irresistible forces 
“The city has its cunning wiles 9 no less than the infinitely 
smaller and more human tempter & There are large forces which-

Sister Carrie (Hew forks Random House9 1932)s P = .' 3°



allure with all the soulfulness of expression possible in the 
most cultured human & = „„Half the undoing of the unsophis
ticated and natural mind is accomplished by forces wholly . 
sup erhuman^

Carrie finds work* but cannot make enough to raise 
herself above the level of a mere factory drudge= She# 
theref ore g . ace epts :the %f ayprsl/of h- dashlp.g salesmans Drouet s 
becoming his mistress $ ' and he- in turn̂  introduces her to the 
pleasures of the city and provides her with the articles 
which she so desireso Carrie is not without a sense of 
guiltj, but she finds certain factors in her brief experience 
with life which mute the weak whispers of her conscience: 
"There Was always an answers always the December days 
threatenedc She was alonej she was desireful5 she was fear
ful of the whistling wind0 The voice of want made answer 
for her«H3 The instinctive fears of want and of the elements 
are thus added to the multitude of forces which motivate her<, 

Carrie likes Drouets but as her experience broadens 
she finds him lacking in qualities of sensitivity and tastee 
She,thereupon becomes involved with Drouet*s friend9 Hurst- 
woods the charmings well-to-do manager of a highly respec
table drinking, parloro Hurstwoed is himself a married man

2  I b i d ^ / p e  2 o  ' ■ .1 1  , ' ;'V
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witia a familyg but his domestic life lacks the cohesive force 
of love and he becomes passionately desirous of Carrie® He 
steals money from his firm’s safe and tricks Carrie into 
fleeing the city with him® Her conscience bothered her at 
the outset of this relationshipg because she felt that She 
was being unjust with Drouet: howevers Hurstwood!s passionate 
supplications were an immediate and thus a stronger force®
She is "an anchorlessg storm=beaten little craft which ̂ can/ 
do absolutely nothing but. drifts reacting almost involun
tarily to the pressures of the moment®

In spite of Carriers apparent helplessness amid these 
various forcesg Dreiser did hot intend to reflect a com
pletely deterministic philosophy® Bather he sought to illus
trate man*s dilemma at what.he conceived to be an Inter
mediate stage in human evolutions ' ■ '

Among the forces which sweep and play throughout 
the universeg untutored man is but a wisp in the wind®

. Our civilisation Is still in a middle stage9 scarcely 
■ beast9 in that it is no longer wholly guided by
instinct; scarcely human9 in that it is not yet wholly, 
guided by reason® On the tiger no responsibility rests®

' We see him aligned by nature with the forces of life—  
he is born into their keeping and without thought he is 
protectedo We see man far removed from the lairs of the 
jungles9 his Innate instincts dulled by too near an \ 
approach to free-will9 his. free-will not sufficiently 
developed to replace his instincts and afford him 
perfect guidance =1 . He" is; becoming, too wise to hearken 
always to instincts and desires; he Is still too weak 
to always prevail against them® As a beast9 the forces 
of life .aligned him with them;as a''many he has not yet

Ibid® 9 p o 2 ^0 o
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wholly learned to align himself with the forces« In 
this Intermediate' stage he wavers —  neither drawn In 
harmony with nature by his Instincts nor yet wisely 
putting himself Into harmony by his own free-will & He 
is even as a wisp in the wind9 moved by every breath of 
passion* acting now by his will and now by his in- 
.stincts* erring with one* only to retrieve by the other* 
falling by ©ne* only to rise_,by the other =- a creature 
of incaleulable variability05

Dreiser’s attempt to place contemporary society in
historical perspective illustrated his persistent efforts
to comprehend the realities of life and to understand man
in delation to reality rather than judge him in accordance
with the preconceptions embodied by coriventional morality,; •
He abhorred the apathy with which people regarded the various
injustices* catastrophes * and anomalies of life and their
indifference to the sources of knowledge which might explain
bhem: . ■' .. -V . , ' .

If yOu should chance to consult a Methodist* a Baptist* 
a Presbyterian* a Lutheran* or any other current 
American sectarian* on this subject you would. find0 » 0 
that his conception of the things which he sees about 
him is bounded by what he was taught in his .Sunday 
School or his ehurchs or what he has stored up or 
gathered from the conventions of his native town0 o a a 
And although the world has stored up endless treasures 
in chemistry* sociology* history* philosophy* still the 
millions who tramp■the streets and occupy the stores 
and fill the highways and byways and the fields and the 
tenements have no faintest knowledge of this* or of any
thing else that can be said to be intellectually 
.l,doing0 ■ . ■ '

, , 5 Ibido* :po': B3-6; : ; h / . ' r  i v : ■
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Dreiser Gbserved that these narrow9 antiquated views of life 
and of man8 s duty were superseded by more recent knowledge 
and that the militant enforcement of moral laws based on such 
views was unjust = The individual could not rigidly b.e held 
responsible for behavior over which he had such limited con- 
trolo Acts labeled ^evil'1 or .^unnatural" by convention 
appeared in.reality to be quite natural, often manifestations 
of basic life processes o If the result of such actions 
proved undesirable or tragic the individual could not right
eously be condemned9 but only sympathized with0

Dreiser neither condemned nor condoned Carrie’s 
affairs with Drouet and Barstwood nor attempted to judge the 
fact that through her relatibns with these men she . was able 
to materially improve her circumstances <> Bis conclusions 
pertain rather to the conventional moral views which society 
upholds and which seem to be at variance with more fundamen
tal aspects of; life: : ; - / v

Ohp the tangle of human life I .How dimlyas yet we 
seeo. Here was Carries' in the beginning poorg unsophis- 
ticateds emotionalt respehding with desire to every
thing most lovely in’life$ yet finding herself turned 
as by a wall= Laws to sayt “Be /allured, if you will9 
by everything lovely9 but draw not nigh unless by 
righteousness3 ” Convention, to says "You shall not 
better your situation save by honest labour» If. 
honest 'labour be unremuneratlve and difficult to endure | 
if it be the long9 long road which never reaches beauty9 
but wearies the feet and the heart| if the drag to 
follow’ beauty be such that one abandons the admired Way9 
taking rather the despised path leading to her dreams 

. quickly9 whd shall east; the first stone? Hot evil 9 but 
goodness more of ten allures the feeling mind unused to
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reasoiioT :

Dreiser5 s plea is for sympathetic understanclingo Me must 
recognize the mTiltitude of variable forces, many of which 
are beyond our control, that combine to direct human en
deavors => We must not, above all, judge that which we do 
not even comprehend; we must avoid "the social injustice 
which sees but one side^^often but a single point in a long 
tragedy«,H 8  Carrie bas risen to a position of popularity and 
financial security, yet, in spite of her apparent success, 
she is a tragic figure0 She has found that her dream of 
happiness was falsely represented in terms of material suc
cess o Happiness has not accompanied her rise„ "It does not 
take money long to make plain its' impotence, providing the 
desires are in the: realm' pf affection,, "9 The tragedy which 
precludes any, moral judgment of the means she utilized lies 
in a realization that she has striven for an illusory goal? 
a goal which society itself has establishedo Dreiser urged 
that we be aware of the as yet incomprehensible nature of 
life and that we have sympathy for "the blind strivings of 
the human hearto"

That society has over looked certain basic human

7 Sister Carrie? P*
' 8 :lbid0,:/pf'315» ': 'p: . V ; ■

■ v-. 9 Ibido? p. bobo ■' ■ ■
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qualities and has overextended itself by an unjust insistence
upon false» unnatural standards of morality is reflected in
Jennie Oerhardt (1911) <, In his second hovel Dreiser attempted
to portray the essence of human goodness in Jennie * a girl
motivated by perfect, because simple and natural? instincts:

There are natures born to the inheritance of flesh 
that Come without understandings and go again without 
seeming to have wondered why» Life? so long as they ; 
endure its is a true wonderlands a thing of infinite 
beautys which could they but wander into it wonderihgly# 
would be heaven enough* Opening their eyes9 they see 
a conformable and perfect world® Treess flowerss the 
world of sound and the Wrld of coloro These are the 
valued inheritance of their state® If no one said to, 
them "Mines'" they' would wander radiantly f orths singing 
the song which all the earth may, some day. hope to hear* 
It is the song-of goodnesso10

It is in her nature to be affectionate and outgoing 
and, yielding to this instincts she gives herself to Senator 
Brandero Her action isnot that of the wanton9 his not that 
of the seducer* . She feels sympathy and affection for him . 
and he loves and s Imcer ely intends to marry her *. . The natural 
attraction between them is scarcely reprassibles it consti
tutes one of the, inexorable forces of life, Brander dies 
before he can marry Jennies and thus a second forces chances 
intrudes to determine her position* Yet notwithstanding 
these deterministic elementss society holds Jennie morally 
responsible and condemns her s The depth of such an injustice

10 Jennie Serhardt (Hew York: World Publishing Go9

19^1 )s p» 15o : : vV
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Is 3?©vealed9 as It was In Grane8s Hagglea in the litimman 
daDmnatlon Jennle receives irom her religiously bigoted
father: . , ; -

“She shall get out 1 H he said electrically © '"She shall 
. . . not stay under my roof I Tonight I At one el 1 will not

let her enter my door again* I will show her whether 
she will disgrace me or noil11
O O O O O O O O  O O o  O O o  O O O O O O O O O O O  O O  0  0 . 0  0  O © O O O o  O o  O O <5- o  o  o  o  O O O <3 O O O  O

"Get out of my sight! 11 he said savagely« "You shall 
not stay another hour in my house= X don̂  t want to 
see you any more» . Get outl’CLX

' Old Gerhardt is "disgraced" as much "by social atti
tudes as by religious judgments® Dreiser detected the tragic 
fallacy in a moral code which was professed to be of divine 
origin5 but which was too often revealed as an arbitrarys 
superficial standard of society itself9 a standard which 
corrupted rather than enhanced yirtue,: '

The world into which Jennie was thus unduly thrust 
forth was that in which virtue has always vainly 
struggled since time immemorial? for virtue is the 
wishing well and doing well unto others = Virtue is. 
that quality of generosity which offers itself will
ingly for another8 s serviCes andg being thisg it is 
held by society to be nearly worthless 0 Sell yourself 

: cheaply and you shall be used lightly and trampled
under foot * Hold yourself dearly* however unworthily 
. and you.:'will be respeeteds a o eOnly with rare individuals 
'does, there seem, to be any guiding; light from within,, 1 2

This attitude of society derives largely from self- 
interest and ignorance of the realities of Hatureo Man's

11 Ib id * , ppo 89 fa

1 2  Ibido, p 0 9 3 ®
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reason has not developed sufficiently for him to have placed
himself in harmony with Eatmre nor has. his instinct for
Self-preservation been sufficiently repressed* Dreiser
consistently utilized the contrast between city and country,
complexity and simplicity, society, and Hature* In his
ignorance man had created a society apart from and often
in opposition to Nature.and its processes:

Although the whole earth, not We alone, is moved by 
passipns hymeneal, and everything terrestrial has come 

: into being by the one common road, yet ■ there is -that ,
ridiculous tendency to close the eyes and turn away 
the head as if there were something unclean in nature 
itself* 'MConceived in iniquity and born in sin," is 
the unnatural Interpretation put upon.the process by 
the extreme religionist, and the world, by its silence, 
gives assent to a judgment so marvelously warped*

Surely there is something radically wrong in this 
attitude* ihe teachings of philosophy and the deduc
tions of biology should find more practical application 
in the daily reasoning of man* No process is vile, 
no condition is unnatural * The accidental variation 
from a given social!practice does not necessarily '

1 entail; sin* No poor little earthling9 caught in the 
enormous grip of chance 9 and so swerved from the 
established.■customs-Of men, could possibly be guilty 
of that depth of vileness' which the attitude of the 
world would seem to;predicate so.inevitably*13

Jennie has scarcely adjusted to her new situation
when the forces of chance and irresistible human attraction
again shape her behavior* She meets wealthy, direct-acting
Lester Kane and becomes his mistress * Again, this action
Is hot that of the wanton, but arises from the instinct for

13 Ibid*, pc 98*
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giving and receiving affection and* .in this instances from 
a selfless desire to share material gains with the near= 
destitute family0 Jennie1' s justification for her willing
ness to enter into this relationship derives from the 
externally imposed opinion that she is already damned- and 
from her innate quality of self-sacrificing generosityG 

The■relationship of Jennie and Lester continues 
without conventional sanctions and is, in fact, made tenuous 
because of the pressures of conventional public attitudesy 
Lester is satisfied that this relationship is-not immoral 
and he would defy convention^ but his family is wealthy 
and socially prominents and he is threatened with disin
heritance if he does not terminate the affair with. Jennie«.
The concepts of mere respectability* avid materialism, and 
moral righteousness are all reflected in the character of 
Lester!s brother^ Robert^ who appears as spokesman not only 
for the familys but for society as well: .

Robert was cold and conventional in character| an 
excellent business man? irreproachable in both his 
public and in his private lifeo Never overstepping 
the strict boundaries of legal righteousness $ he was 
neither warm-hearted nor generous— in factg he would 
turn any trick which could be speciously$, or at least 
necessitouslys recommended to his conscience<= flow 
he reasoned Lester did not know— he could not follow 
the ramifications of logic which, could combine hard ■ 
business tactics with moral rigiditys but somehow
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his teother managed to do ito “He1s got a Seoteh 
Presbyterian cdnscienee mixed, with an Asiatic per- 
ception of the main chanceof! Lester once told some
body^ and he had the sitnation accurately measnredo 
Nevertheless he could not rout his brother from his 
positions nor defy him» for he had the public con- 
science with himo He was-in .line with convention 
practically> and perhaps s ophisticatedly = 1 4

In the society which Robert represents moral values and self-
righteousness are virtually equated with the material values
and legal impunities of the business worldo Each justifies
the other and relegates considerations of humane 5 honorable ■
relations to a position of trifling concern® The slight
regard which Robert has for .friendships is demonstrated in
his decision to freeze-out a long-time supplier of his
company's needst 11'We can't go on forever standing by old
friends9 just because father here has dealt with them^ Or
you like them® .:We.vMist have a change® The business must
be stiffened up| we're going to have more and stronger
competition®-' • '• h

Such unfeeling^ uncompromising forces of convention
ultimately force Lester to leave Jennie® He marries a woman
of his own social ranks, and he prospers in business® He
continues to provide for Jennies quite 1 iberallyg but "money
was not the point at issue with her ® Affection was what
she craved ® Without it she was a rudderless boat on an

1% Ibidos p® 176s 
Ibid®s p= 193o
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endless sea® 0 0 "Ale confusion Into which she is thrown 
by the forces which prevent fulfilliaent of her simple9 human 
desires is pathetics because her thoughts reflect the frus
tration and denial of virtues which ignorants self-seeking 
society calls evilo It seems that "hove was not enough 
in this world— that was so plain* One needed education, 
wealth, training, the ability to fight and scheme = She 
did hot want to do thato She could not0n̂ 7 She feels 
instinctively that goodness should prevail and yet the 
world* s' apparent eonception of goodness conflicts with the 
natural, virtuous impulses which she feels» With tragic 
irony Breiser voiced, the appeal that simple virtues be 
recognized and allowed to flourish: "Oh, if she could only 
see some way to make herself right _with the world, to live 
honorably, to be decentc How could that possibly be brought 
about? It ought to be--she knew that c But how?

The power to absorb the shocks of life and resolve 
the dilemma of her existence comes from within, from Jennie* s 
innate humility and depth of character* The selfless in
stinct to give and receive human affection supersedes all 
other considerations * Meeting Lester after his marriage.

1 6  Ibid*, p* -3 9 8 *
17 Ibido, p, 371*
18 Ibid*, p. 230*



she feels that, the spiritual relationship between them still
existst ' : , ; ' - ' - - ■ .

And Jennie felt comforted even though the separation 
still existed in all its finality® She did not en
deavor to explain or adjust the moral and ethical . , 
entanglements of the situation® She was not, like 

. so manyendeavoring to put the oeean into a tea-cupj ' 
or to tie up th.e shifting universe in a mess of strings 
Galled law® Lester still cared for her a little'»19

Ultimately^ on his death-bedg Lester confesses that he has 
always loved her and* though it comes a little late perhaps s 
from Dreiser*s point of viewg this confession of love is the 
most profound testament Jennie could wish for § ’’Jenhie 
caught her breath® It was the one thing she had waited for 
all these years--this testimonyv It was,the one thing that 
could make;everything right--thls confession of spiritual 
if not material union® How she could live happily0 low 
die so o tf2 0  • ; ■

Lester bhee . took her abroads and it was upon con
templation of the ruins of ancient civilizations that Jennie 
began to perceive the transitory nature of society and the 
relativity of its cbhveh-tional" va.lues - ih a constantly chang
ing world: "Admitting that she had been bad--loeally it 
was important> perhaps9 but in the sum of civilization^, 
in the sum of big forces® what did it all amount to? They

. 19 Ibid® ® p 0 lj-Q2V '
■ 2 0 . ibido® p® lj.2 2 o ■■ - ;
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would be dead .after a little while s slie and Lester and all 
these peopleo Did anything matter except goodness--goodness 
of heart? What else was there that was real?"21 Dreiser 
did not pretend to know the precise nature of this abstract 
quality of goodnessbut it appears that he was convinced 
of the reality of such constant factors in life notwith
standing their intangibilityi ■

6 oowe have but an infantile perception of morals o 
There is more in the subject than mere conformity 
to a law of evolution^ It is yet deeper than con
formity to things.of earth alone® It is more involved
than wej, as yet» perceive® Answers, first^ why the 
heart thrills| explain wherefore some plaintive note 
goes wandering about the world* undying; make clear 
the rose's subtle alchemy evolving its ruddy lamp in 
light and rain® In the essence of these facts lie
the first principles of morals ®2 2

Failure to recognize these fundamental qualities 
of life and. reluctance to accept recent facts concerning 
the realities of the universe* Coupled with a persistent 
and oppressive maintenance of moral doctrines and stan
dards in conflict with these realities * were the short
comings of society and religion which Dreiser so severely 
criticized: "In spite of all man* s laws* taboos* social
understandings* agreements and beliefs* there are certain 
things done under the sun which do not make for perpetual 
peace* harmony* order* exact justice and so the welfare

' 21 Ibid® * p> 306e .
2 2  Sister Garrie* p® 1 0 1 o
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of the pace as he conceives it B”̂ 3 As long as man relies
on preconceived cosmologies he will remain out of harmony
with Nature o In contrast to then current moral absolutism,
.Dreiser maintainedi ' : : ' 5' ' '

The caution, sprung from somewhere, to keep ah open 
mind is well-grounded in Nature1s tendency to change«
Not to cling too pathetically to a religion or a 
system of government or a theory of morals or a method 
of living, .but to be ready to abandon at a moment8 s 
notice is the apparent teaching of the ages-“to be 
able to step out free- and willing to accept new and 
radically different conditions = This apparently is 
the ideal state for the human mind*2 4 .

Man is one of the phenomena of Nature and, therefore 
individual men cannot be judged, except unjustly, by ar
bitrary, unnatural standards® Dreiser largely refuted the 
traditional concept of moral responsibility on the basis 
of the as yet imperfect development of free-will* The 
implications in'his contrasts between society and Nature 
are that Dreiser believed in a continuing order and direc
tion underlying natural processes and that only by putting 
himself in close harmony with Nature, giving up conventional 
views and resigning himself to apparent incongruities in 
Nature, could ,man expedite his own progress s .

In nature there is no outside 0 When we are cast from 
a group or a condition we have still the companionship 
of all that is 0 Nature is not ungenerous * Its winds 
and stars are fellows with you* Let the soul be but

23 Hey-Bub -A-Dub -Dub, • p; * l£8 *
Ibid*, p. 22*
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gentle and receptive3 and this vast truth will come 
home == "not in set phrases? "perhaps, but as a feeling, 
a comfort, which, after all, is the last essence of 
knowledge® In the universe peace is wisdom

25 Jennie G-erhardt9 pc. 93°



CHAFTIB IX

COIOLUSIOH

It has been pointed out that historic Puritanism 
in Ameriba represented an attempt at establlshihg an ideal 
community which would in all its aspects function in accor
dance with Divine principles0 One point should be made 
perfectly ,clears and that is that in general the Puritans 
were unquestionably, sincere'in their religious beliefs and 
in their conviction that those beliefs would lead them to 
live just and righteous lives ® Their system was founded 
on the belief that Ood was an immediate and unique source 
of power or Grace without which no one could expect to 
succeed,* An abiding faith in God was their fundamental 
source of hope for individual as well as community success <,

ihe Puritans contributed largely to a religious 
tradition which maintained many elements and tendencies 
implicit in the original -doctrine,'but which suffered 
numerous corruptions from lack of formality and authoritative 
interpretation® The essential element of the tradition 
was the autonomy of the individual layman® Consequent 
upon this tenet were the development of a strong tendency



toward s e lf er e st  toid the assxmption that the indlTidual8 s 
reason was ah adequate means of deriving moral truths dEhe 
individual1s responsibility was complicated and the possi
bility for corruption multiplied by the attachment of moral 
significance to virtually all aspects of daily life and 
conduct o The. one guide to which the individual might turn 
was the Biblej but the traditional tendencies to interpret 
the Bible literally and to conceive of morality in somewhat 
negative terms resulted in the maintenance of particularly 
harsh# inflexible moral standards# modes of conduct which 
were to be avoided rather than,pdsitively strived fort

• It is apparent that the authors who have been dis
cussed were generally critical of the moral standards and 
the moral conduct which prevailed toward the end of the 
nineteenth century0 It is also evident that such standards .
- and many of the tendencies of conduct were closely related 
to various aspects of the Puritan tradition^ It is not 
to be supposed# however# that the authors themselves were 
necessarily conscious of the relationship<, Howells and James 
Were# of course# Intimately acquainted with Hew England 
traditions and frequently illustrated their themes with 
Hew England settings or characters0 neither Crane# Horris# 
nor Dreiser# however# Indicated any particular.awareness 
of a Puritan tr adit ion« f .. V

Several of'the 'criticisms.; of morality which the



literature makes evident were related only indirectly to 
Puritanisrao That ls$ the criticism applied to conditions 
resulting from gross perversions of Puritan doctrines=
The criticisms of materialism and of the "gospel of wealth" 
are examples» The transfer of moral value to the practical 
phases of everyday living was implicit in Puritan doctrine® 
The concept of "calling" made diligence in one8 s work a 
moral responsibility of major proportions @ When the conduct 
of business is conceived in religious terms s it is not 
difficult to draw the inference that success indicates 
moral righteousness or that failure indicates immorality<>
The prevalence in the Gilded Age of just such an attitude 
toward material wealth represented a corruption of the 
Puritan principle of moral or ethical business conducto- 
To the Puritan such conduct was a,duty and a means to ah 
end o Accretion of wealth in the Gilded Age became an end 
in itself and justified the morality of any means leading 
to it@ Eowells-was keenly aware of this condition when he, 
portrayed old Lryfoos9 the self-made$, self-righteous 
millionaire, who had undergone a "moral deterioration*" 
lorris dramatized the perversion of an otherwise docile 
brute by those who'raised money upon an altar to be literally 
worshipped above all other considerations =, Dreiser deplored 
the really tragic effect of material Values which led ^ennie 
Gerhardf to question her own unmistakable goodness^



A similar perversion of;the traditional moral eode . 
was illustrated by the highly artificial manners and atti
tudes spawned under the (Jenteel Tr adit ion <, Puritan pre
occupation with sin was notorious» but this tendency was ' 
even further exaggerated when to the Seven Deadly Sins and 
infractions of the Teh Commandments was added a multitude 
of superficial evilss submission to which was cause for 
virtual Social ostracism^ Howells called this social 
phenomenon irthe cult of character11 and judged it to be 
^wretched fetish<,M Henry James related it to a sort of 
artistic dilettantism and indicated the essential evil to 
which such a tendency might lead. when he created Gilbert 
Osmond in The Portrait of a Dady* Osmond has become de
humanized by his worship of artistic perfection and he seeks 
to make his daughter a perfect though essentially lifeless 
art object0

Eeither this code of social conduct nor the various 
aspects of the ''gospel of wealth" can be said to have de
rived exclusively from Puritanisma Economic pressures of 
a changed society as well as the subtle force of English 
Victorian manners must be considered as having contributed 
to these conditionso The influence of Puritanism may be 
said to have been secondary in these instances* Certain 
other» more elemental aspects of morality, however / reflected 
Puritan influences which had remained virtually undiminished



and unmodified for centuries <, The criticism which, many f 
writers directed at these basic moral tenets arose from an 
awareness that life no longer conformed to traditional pre
conceived yiews and that continued adherence to conventional 
moral concepts was ignorantg fallaciouss and often unjust= 

The knowledge of natural processes which soience 
had uncoveredg though it was by no means conclusive or in 
its remotest aspects entirely comprehensible$, east serious 
doubt upon traditional concepts of a rational Deity and of 
a beneficent Hature under His direction« Biological studies 
strongly indicated that man was not the exalted creature 
that tradition held him to bee In addition to these im
plications of science$, the social and economic forces which 
had grown to virtually uncontrollable magnitude seemed to 
be creating conditions which refuted every aspect of the 
utopian ideals upon which this country had been founded*

.. From an awareness of these factors and of the possi
bility that science might prove them inevitable 9 the. writers 
recognized the need for a more objective^ more realistic 
view of life than tradition upheld® Events, facts, or con
ditions. still tended to be rationalized into conformity 
with preconceived notions of life, notions which had been 
maintained, in spite of all contradictory indications, for 
hundreds of years® One of the principle criticisms of ■ 
society which appears among the writers is directed against



this tendency of public attitudes to remain static and to 
uphold views similar to those of the Puritans far beyond the 
time When they ceased to be either reasonable or adequatec

. Among the direful effects produced by the continuing 
harsh moral code were instances of brutally inhuman treatment 
of "sinners" at the hands of their fellows =, Henry James 
only suggested the inhumanity of the social group which 
ostracized .Daisy Hiller for her tIimmodesty<,.n That she felt 
her essential loneliness deeply is revealed when her friend; 
Minterbournes summarizes the import of a message he received 
from her before heb death0 "She would3 i! he perceived^ "have 
appreciated one's esteemoH Stephen Crane and Theodore 
Dreiser both dramatized the depths to which inhumanity might 
sink in their portrayals of a parent scorning and driving 
away its own child0 A blindg unreasoning^ and inhuman 
compulsion to condemn the sinner obscures the fact that the 
sinner is of their own flesh and blood* It is difficult to 
judge which of the parentss old Gerhardt or Mrs« Johnson$ 
is the guiltier| the former is a religious zealot9 the latter 
a drunken hypocrite * Boths howevers are professors of an 
inflexible moral doctrine which has destroyed human sympathy 
at its most expected source* A major cause of ..such inhumane 
and unsympathetic relations among men was traced to indi-r 
vidual selfishness*

The autonomy and responsibility which the individual



Puri'ban had as sura© d necessitated an egocentric life-viewy 
Covenant principle placed the iull weight of.responsibility 
for the enforcement of moral law upon his shoulders o More 
significantj, however s was the implication that s if Grace 
were to be earned,. he would have to earn it entirely unaided* 
The heed for assurance of Grace was strong and Covenant 
theology provided even the most conscientious Puritan with 
opportunities to gain some measure of assurance0 If one 
could justify to himself that he was upholding moral law# 
avoiding sinthen his personal problem was solved; his life, 
in all aspects, was justified*. Tradition maintained this 
fundamental attitude, though the exact goal of salvation 
was frequently translated into terms of success, survival, 
or satisfaction» Self=justlfIcatloh, nevertheless, remained 
the essential motive=

Through Mr0 Homos,: Howells pointed put this "essen
tial vice" in our system which "colors and qualifies every 
motive with egotism*". From self-interest springs not only 
the tendency to disregard others, but, if another succumbs to 
an apparent evil, also to condemn him, to avoid him as sin 
itself® Old Serhardt is .personally "disgraced" by Jennie6s 
condition* The effect of that condition on her does not 
occur to him® James persistently portrayed the rehabili
tation of Americans suffering from this congenital tendency 
toward selfhood and self-sufficiencyo If Chad Hewsome were
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to indulge this tendency$ if he should fail to realize his 
moral obligation to Mme0 de ¥ionnet 9 he would become "guilty 
of the last infamy*"

Gritieism of this basicj, essentially un-Ghristian, 
element in American religious tradition was made urgent by 
the implications of scientific speculations which were 
publicized during the latter decades of the nineteenth cen
tury * If God did not direct the universe and if man were not 
a creature of exalted origins or a special object of Divine 
interest->=where then was the moral justification for selfhood 
and inhumane religious bigotry? If the universe were in
different and, as Grane averred, without "a sense of 
responsibility" and if natural forces moved resistiessly 
in accordance with unchangeable mechanical 'laws-— what 
then was man*s true plight and wherein lay his hope for 
continued existence? Darwinian theory allied men with 
other animals, implied their subjection to natural laws, 
and threatened that in a chaotic struggle for survival only 
the fittest would succeed* The Implication that every 
man would be for himself in such a struggle challenged 
every aspect of utopian ideals, and in the revolt against 
such a possibility aid- manifestations of selfish instincts ; 
came under attack0=

The concern with natural forces was most strongly 
reflected by naturalistic writers such as Grane, Morris,



and Dreisero Each portrayed the universe as a relentless9 

indifferent machine which became a malignant. force only 
when man put himself in opposition to it o It appeared e 11her 
for or against man only when his own selfish viewpoint made 
it appear so0 There were circumstances under which Mature 
was a threat9 howevers and reasonable hope for survival 
seemed to lay only in cooperative? sympathetic brotherhood 
among meno Howells and James/ of an older generations do 
not appear to have felt the full impact of scientific 
theories? both of them had nevertheless become aware of the 
injustices of a materialistic society and of the need for 
a greater awareness among men.of their essential interdepen- 
deneeo Realization of this heed for cooperative solidarity 
resulted in a reaffirmation of basic Christian principles 
of brotherhood and generosity, principles which had been 
obscured by the selfish tendencies underlying national moral 
traditione; The insecurity and anxiety which an awareness of 
their essential ignorance of the world brought to many men 
dictated a more open-minded attitude in regard to moral 
standards» Salvation or survival no longer depended on the 
individual8 s independent adherence to preconceived moral 
standards| indeed, science might produce evidence which 
would refute the concept of moral responsibility itselfQ 
Confronted by these various possibilities9 man must demon
strate a willingness to cooperate and sympathize with his
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fellows In order to either justify or prolong M s  existence*

The general trend revealed in the literatnre dis
cussed is toward a view that society must no longer support 
the selfish demands of the individual in opposition to 
natural forces, but must function as a cohesive force com- ' 
pounded from cooperative individual efforts, adapting or 
aligning itself with natural processes as they become 
apparent and comprehensible= Moral standards should be based 
upon Christian principlesp just as they had been among the 
Puritans and as they had professedly been among later 
generations * The application of these principles was not, 
however, to be manifested in a rigid, impersonal moral code, 
but in a flexible, vastly more humanistic attitude of generous 
understanding and sympathy* Man might yet retain traces of 
depravity similar to that which was magnified by Calvinistie 
doctrine| but he seemed also to possess a capacity for good, 
and only by a cooperative effort could the best in him pre
vail. - ' ■ ■ / v / ■' ' ' .

The Puritans had intended a no less desirable situa
tion; they had, however, achieved only an imperfect recon
ciliation of the conflicting motives which underlay their .■ 
experiment and thereby involuntarily gave impetus to the very 
tendencies of human nature which were least likely to 
further the achievement of the ideal®
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